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ABSTRACT 

A vast number of studies have been completed on the virulence 
determinants of Yersinia spp.; however, the focus of many of these 
studies has been on the virulence plasmid and the plasmid-encoded 
Type three secretion system.  Nevertheless, many chromosomal genes 
whose products are directly involved in virulence have also been 
identified.  Some of these critical virulence determinants are outer 
membrane proteins. Outer membrane proteins of Gram-negative 
bacteria often have important physiological roles; however, some have 
also been found to be important for pathogenesis. In this thesis, we 
investigated two Yersinia. pestis outer membrane proteins, Ail and 
OmpA, and their roles in virulence. We provide evidence that Y. pestis 
Ail is a highly expressed outer membrane protein that is absolutely 
essential for Y. pestis to resist the killing action of the complement 
system present in human blood and tissues, as well as the blood and 
tissues of other mammalian hosts. Furthermore, Ail was important for 
virulence in a Y. pestis-Canorhabditis. elegans model of infection.  
The work in this thesis also provided the first evidence that another 
surface-exposed outer membrane protein, termed OmpA, is required 
for both Yersinia pseudotuberculosis and Y. pestis to survive and 
proliferate intracellularly in macrophages. Finally, we provide 
evidence that Y. pestis has a functional small RNA MicA that controls 
the expression of OmpA.  This is the first demonstration of sRNA-
mediated regulation of a Yersinia virulence factor.  This work has 
paved the way for future studies on the role of outer membrane 
proteins in virulence, particurarly the role of Ail and OmpA. 
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SAMMANFATTNING PÅ SVENSKA 

Yttermembranproteiner hos Yersinia pestis: Ail och OmpA 

Yersinios är en smittsam infektionssjukdom som kan överföras mellan 
djur och människor. Sjukdomen orsakas av bakterierna Yersinia
enterocolitica eller Y. pseudotuberculosis. Dessa bakterier är vanligt 
förekommande och hittas i miljön över hela världen. Smittvägarna är 
inte helt klarlagda, men smittan sprids sannolikt via infekterade 
livsmedel eller förorenat vatten. Vanligen är sjukdomen akut med 
diarréer, kräkningar och buksmärtor. Trots att dessa två 
bakteriestammar ger en relativt mild infektion är de nära besläktade 
med bakterien Yersinia pestis. Y. pestis-bakterien är mycket virulent 
och förekommer normalt hos smågnagare men den kan i vissa fall 
spridas till människan via loppor. Hos människan kan infektionen leda 
till olika former (böldpest, lungpest och blodpest, ”digerdöden”), 
beroende på vilka organ som infekteras. De tre olika 
bakteriestammarna har en närbesläktad virulensplasmid som kodar för 
det så kallade TypIII-sekretions-system som spelar en mycket viktig 
roll i bakteriernas förmåga att förorsaka sjukdom. De flesta 
molekylära studierna rörande Yersinia bakterier har fokuserats på 
virulensplasmiden.  Men det finns även många andra kromosomala 
gener och genprodukter som är direkt involverade i bakteriens 
förmåga att orsaka infektion. En grupp av proteiner betydelsefulla för 
bakteriens sjukdomsframkallande förmåga är 
yttermembranproteinerna som är förankrade i bakteriens 
yttermembran och är exponerade på bakteriens utsida. Dessa proteiner 
är därför viktiga för bakterien vid den första kontakten med den 
infekterade värdens infektionsförsvar.  

I detta arbete har jag studerat två yttermembranproteiner, Ail och 
OmpA och analyserat deras betydelse för den sjukdomsframkallande 
förmågan hos Y. pestis. Jag har visat att Ail är ett högutryckt 
yttermembranprotein som är mycket viktigt för att Y. pestis skall 
kunna motstå värdens komplementsystem som finns i blodplasma och 
vävnader hos människor och andra varmblodiga djur.   Aktivering av 
komplementsystemet leder till bildandet av ett attack-komplex 
bestående av proteiner, vilka direkt attackerar och dödar inkräktande 
mikroorganismer. Komplementproteinerna länkar även till andra delar 
av immunförsvaret och aktiverade komplementproteiner aktiverar 
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fagocyter, vita blodkroppar, som i sin tur kan aktivera immunförsvaret 
som därigenom eliminerar mikroorganismen. Ail-proteinet är även 
viktigt för Y. pestis- bakteriens förmåga att kunna infektera nematoden 
Caenorhabditis.elegans som i detta sammanhang är en bra 
försöksdjurmodell.  

Jag har också visat att ett annat yttermembranprotein, OmpA, är 
nödvändigt för att både Y. pseudotuberculosis och Y. pestis skall 
kunna växa intracellulärt i makrofager vilket är helt avgörande för 
bakteriens förmåga att infektera människor och djur.  Slutligen visar 
jag att Y. pestis kontrollerar yttrycket av OmpA-proteinet via en kort 
RNA-molekyl, MicA, vilket är det första belägget för att små RNA-
molekyler reglerar virulensfaktorer hos Y. pestis .  

Min avhandling har visat på och därmed lagt grunden till fortsatta och 
fördjupade studier av yttermembranproteiners roll vid bakteriella 
infektioner, studier som på sikt skulle kunna leda till nya sätt att 
bekämpa infektioner orsakade av bakterier.  
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ABBEVIATIONS  

OMP  outer membrane protein 

AIL  attachment invasion locus 

OmpA  outer membrane protein A 

T3SS  type three secretion system 

LPS  Lipopolysaccharide 

C4bp  C4b-binding protein 

kDa  Kilodalton 

MAC  membrane attack complex 

O-ag  O-antigen 

OC  outer core of LPS 

pCD1  Yersinia pestis virulence plasmid 

ID  intradermal 

NHS  normal human serum 

HIS  heat inactivated serum 

YadA  Yersinia adhesion A 

Yst  Yersinia heat-stable toxin 

Yop  Yersinia outer protein 

hms  hemin storage locus 

Skp  seventeen kilodalton protein 
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surA  survival factor A 

FH  factor H 

FI  factor I 

FB  factor B 

MBL  mannose –binding lectin 

MCP  membrane cofactor protein 

CR1  complement receptor 1 

sRNA  small regulatory RNA 

C-terminal  carboxy-terminal 

N-terminal  amino-terminal 

M�  macrophage 

PP  Peyer’s patches 

MNL  mesenteric lymph nodes 

INF�  interferon-� 

TNF�  Tumor necrosis factor-� 

IL�  interleukin-� 

IL-1�  interleukin-1� 
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I.. REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE: INTRODUCTION 

1.   THE GRAM-NEGATIVE BACTERIAL OUTER MEMBRANE  

The Gram-negative bacterial outer membrane is the surface that is exposed 
to the extracellular milieu and the first to encounter the host surfaces and 
soluble factors during an infection; consequently, pathogens are equipped 
with outer membrane components that counteract host strategies directed 
against them. The outer membrane therefore plays a crucial role in the 
interplay between the host and the pathogen. Beside its role in pathogenesis, 
the outer membrane also has important physiological roles acting as a 
selective barrier that protects the bacteria against harmful molecules while 
allowing entry of required nutrients and solutes.Gram-negative bacterial 
outer membranes are composed primarily of phospholipids, 
lipopolysacharide (LPS), lipids and outer membrane proteins (OMPs). The 
OMPs are either lipoproteins or integral OMPs. 

1.1   Integral Outer membrane proteins 
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Integral OMPs, in general, are composed of antiparallel amphipathic �-
strands that fold into cylindrical �-barrels that are hydrophilic in the inside 
and have hydrophobic residues pointing outward to face membrane lipids 
(Koebnik et al., 2000). Interestingly, the transmembrane domains of integral 
inner membrane proteins consist primarily of extended stretches of 
hydrophobic amino acids that exhibit an alpha helical conformation. 

1.2   Biogenesis and structure of integral OMPs      

Integral outer membrane proteins are synthesized in the cytoplasm. They 
have an N-terminal signal sequence that is necessary for translocation across 
the inner membrane. They are transported in an unfolded manner via the 
SecYEG translocon to the periplasm were they became accessible to 
periplasmic chaperones like Skp (seventeen kilodalton protein). Skp 
prevents the outer membrane protein from aggregating when it passes 
through the periplasm. The interaction with Skp occurs already at the 
cytoplasmic membrane (Harms, 2001).  Skp has been shown to facilitate the 
insertion and folding of outer membrane protein A (OmpA) of Escherichia. 
coli into the lipid membrane (Patel et al., 2009). Another chaperone, SurA 
(Survival factor A) is also thought to be involved in helping OMPs to get to 
the outer membrane. The role of SurA is not clear, but it is thought that it 
may have a primarily redundant role with Skp  (Rizzitello et al., 2001). 
Other proteins such as DsbA, DsbB, DsbC and DsbD which are involved in 
the insertion and isomerization of disulfide bonds, may play a role in the 
passage of OMPs through the periplasmic space (Bos et al., 2007).  

E. coli has served as the model of choice to study the molecular details of 
outer membrane biogenesis. Particularly, OmpA of E. coli among other 
proteins, has served as a model for the study of OMP folding in Gram-
negative bacteria (Kleinschmidt & Tamm, 1996, Kleinschmidt et al., 1999, 
Kleinschmidt & Tamm, 2002). It is unknown how the actual insertion into 
the outer membrane occurs but some elements that are involved in the 
assembly machinery have been identified. The protein Omp85 from 
Neisseria meningitides has been found to be required for the assembly of 
OMPs. Omp85 belongs to a superfamily of proteins that includes the Omp85 
homolog of mitochondria (Bos et al., 2007).  The omp85 gene is flanked by 
the skp gene in E. coli and N. meningitides. A deletion of omp85 leads to 
aggregation of OMPs in the periplasm (Voulhoux et al., 2003, Voulhoux & 
Tommassen, 2004). Omp85 has been proposed to consist of two domains, an 
N-terminal domain that extends into the periplasm and a C-terminal �-barrel 
domain that is embedded in the outer membrane. Omp85 of E. coli is part of 
a multisubunit complex and is found in complexes with three lipoproteins, 
YfgL, YfiO and NlpB. The current proposed model of OMP biogenesis 
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suggests that after an OMP comes out of the Sec pathway it binds to the Skp 
(or SurA) chaperone preventing aggregation of the OMP. A C-terminal 
region of the OMP serves as a target signal that directs the OMP to, and 
directly binds to the Omp85 periplasmic domain. The OMP85 complex then 
directs the insertion of the OMP into the lipid bilayer and oligomerization 
may occur after insertion. (Fig. 1. adapted from Bos et al., 2007). 

 

 

Fig. 1 Outer Membrane Protein insertion

1.3  Functions of outer membrane proteins 

Beside their essential role in maintaining the integrity of the membrane 
(Buchanan, 1999), integral OMPs promote the adaptability of bacterial 
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pathogens to various environments throughout the infection process (Lin et 
al., 2002), thus they play a crucial role in bacterial pathogenesis. Some of 
the general functions and functions important for the adaptation to diverse 
host niches are listed and briefly discussed below. 

1.3.1   Adhesins 

Microbial pathogens and commensal bacteria express adhesive molecules on 
their surfaces. Those molecules direct interactions with host receptors or 
soluble molecules. Adhesion to host surfaces is a vital step in colonization 
by pathogens.  Gram-negative bacteria express on their surfaces a whole set 
of different adhesins. Some adhesins are OMPs, while others are surface 
structures that are anchored to the outer membrane. Trimeric autotransporter 
proteins (TAA) are a family of well characterized adhesins. YadA of 
Yersinia enterocolitica and Y. pseudotuberculosis, BadA of Bartonella 
henselae are examples of TAA that bind to extracellular matrix components. 
MisL of Salmonella enterica serovar Typhimurium is another autotranporter 
adhesin (Dorsey et al., 2005). Pertactin of Bordetella pertussis is also an 
autotransporter, it has an RGD motif in a surface loop region (Everest et al., 
1996, Henderson & Nataro, 2001), that is recognized by host �1-integrins. 
Several integral OMPs also have adhesin functions (Niemann et al., 2004). 
OmpA of Escherichia coli K1 is important in the pathogenesis of neonatal 
meningitis and it functions as adhesin/invasin (Prasadarao et al., 1996, 
Prasadarao, 2002, Prasadarao et al., 2002). OmpA of Enterohaemorragic E. 
coli binds to HeLa cells and Caco-2 epithelial cells from the colon (Torres & 
Kaper, 2003). Opc of Neisseria meningitides mediates invasion and adhesion 
to epithelial and endothelial cells (Virji et al., 1992). Other adhesins bind to 
host cells indirectly through extracellular matrix components or directly 
though cell surface receptors. Many adhesins bind integrins. Binding to 
integrins can trigger signaling cascades within the host cell. The signaling 
can be bi-directional both from the bacteria to the cell interior and from the 
cell interior to the bacteria (Hynes, 2002, Brunton et al., 2004). Invasin of Y.
pseudotuberculosis binds �1-integrins. Integrin binding promotes bacterial 
uptake through the M cells above the Peyer’s Patches (Isberg & Leong, 
1990).  

1.3.2   Porins 

Porins are proteins that form water-filled channels in the outer membrane. 
There are general porins and porins that exhibit substrate specificity. The 
general porins permit the diffusion of hydrophilic solutes across the 
membrane. They do not exhibit substrate specificity (Koebnik et al., 2000). 
They form homotrimers in the outer membrane with a single central channel. 
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Variations in the structure and charges lining the channel confer their 
specificity (Cullen et al., 2004). Porin subunits have a �-barrel structure and 
surface exposed loops. Porins may have other functions in addition to their 
channel-based porin function. They can modulate host responses, such as 
inflammation, they can activate host signal transduction pathways, serve as 
receptors or adhesins. Some known general porins are OmpF and PhoE of E. 
Coli. 

1.3.3    Omptins-proteases 

The Omptin family of proteins in Gram-negative bacteria are surface located 
or soluble bacterial aspartyl proteases. Omptins are highly conserved �-
barrels proteins with diverse biological functions (Haiko et al., 2009). The 
outer membrane omptins require LPS for their enzymatic activity; preferebly 
LPS with short O-antigen chains (rough) as long O-antigen chains (smooth) 
can interfere with substrate binding (Kukkonen & Korhonen, 2004). 
Recently, it has been shown that omptins proteolyticaly inactivate the major 
inhibitor of the initiation phase of blood clothing, tissue factor pathway 
inhibitor (TFPI) (Yun & Morrissey, 2009). Known omptins include: OmpT 
of E. coli, OmpP of E. coli, SopA of Shigella flexneri, YcoA and Pla from Y. 
pestis, YcoB of Y. pseudotuberculosis, PgtE of Salmonella enterica, among
others.  

Omptins also confer resistance to antimicrobial peptides (AMPs). AMPs are 
multifunctional peptides that are well conserved among diverse species 
ranging from insects to mammals. There are large antimicrobial peptides and 
small antimicrobial peptides. The large AMPs are usually proteins that 
specifically target microbial macromolecules. The small AMPs are small 
peptides that disrupt the structure and function of microbial cell membranes. 
The mechanisms behind their function are still unknown. Nevertheless, 
mechanisms of function have been determined for some small AMPs. For 
example, positively charged AMPs appear to act directly on negatively 
charged bacterial membranes, disrupting membrane permeability leading to 
cell death (Epand & Vogel, 1999).  AMPs are a major component of the 
immune system (Diamond et al., 2009, Lin et al., 2002). Pathogenic bacteria 
are able to neutralize the effect of AMPs by modifying their OMPs or by 
direct degradation of AMPs. Bacterial proteases that contribute to AMPs 
resistance by degradation include OmpT of E. coli, PgtE of S. typhimurium 
and Pla of Y. pestis. Pathogens also protect themselves against the AMPs by 
modifying their outer membranes. The PhoP/PhoQ and PmrA/PmrB two-
component regulatory systems respond to signals of low pH, low levels of 
magnesium and/or AMPs (environmental conditions encountered in the 
phagolysosome) and induce multiple enzymes that modify their LPS in a 
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manner that increases resistance to the killing action of AMPs. PagP directs 
modification of lipid A that decreases membrane permeability and changes 
its fluidity, enhancing the resistance of the bacterium to �-helical cationic 
AMPs. (Guo et al., 1997, Guo et al., 1998, Bishop & Finlay, 2006). 
Similarly, addition of 4-amino-4-deoxy-larabinose (l-Ara4N) moiety to the 
phosphate groups of lipid A by PmrH alters the overall charge of the LPS 
and increases resistance to cationic AMPs. 

1.3.4  Secretins 

Translocation or secretion of proteins across the Gram-negative bacterial 
outer membrane is a process that is achieved by diverse mechanisms. Many 
of these transport mechanisms are dependent on members of the secretin 
family. These transport systems include the type III secretion system (T3SS) 
and the type II secretion system (T2SS). Secretin proteins are also involved 
in biogenesis of type IV pili and in the secretion of filamentous phage 
(Genin & Boucher, 1994, Burghout et al., 2004, Spreter et al., 2009) . 
Secretins form large and multimeric complexes in the outer membrane 
(Burghout et al., 2004) and they share a similar organization.  They differ 
from other outer membrane proteins in the number of subunits and their 
requirement for secretin-specific accessory proteins that aid in targeting. In 
addition, they have low �-strand content (Bayan et al., 2006, Chami et al., 
2005) .  Known members of the secretin family of proteins are PulD of
Klebsiella oxytoca, PilQ of Neisseria Meningitidis, XcpQ of Pseudomonas
auruginosa and YscC of the pathogenic Yersiniae.  

2. YERSINIA 

Yersiniae are gram-negative bacteria that belong to the family 
Enterobacteriaceae, genus Yersinia. The genus Yersinia consist of eleven 
species from which three species are pathogenic for humans: Y. pestis the 
causative agent of plague and two enteropathogens Y. pseudotuberculosis 
and Y. enterocolitica that are the causative agents of yersiniosis (Smego et 
al., 1999).  

2.1 Yersinia pestis 

Y. pestis is the youngest of the three pathogenic Yersiniae. It is a non-motil 
cocobacillii.  Multilocus typing of housekeeping genes, bacterial population 
genetics and conventional biology suggests that Y. pestis is a clone derived 
from Y. pseudotuberculosis about 1500 to 20000 years ago (Achtman et al., 
1999). Y. pestis is the etiologic agent of plague and has been connected with 
three pandemics. The first pandemic was around the 700-500 BC at the time 
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in power of the Roman emperor Justinian. The second pandemic followed 
the famous Black Death, which killed up to a third of the European 
population in the middle ages and the third pandemic followed the spread of 
the infection from the mainland China to Hong Kong at the end of the 19th 

century. It was during this third pandemic that Alexander Yersin (1894) 
isolated plague bacilii from buboes of dead bodies in Hong Kong. Three 
different biovars are associated with the three pandemics. They are 
differentiated base on their ability to ferment glycerol and ferment nitrate: 
Antiqua, Mediavalis and Orientalis.  

The insect-vector responsible for the spread of the bacteria is the rat flea 
Xenopsilla cheopsis. The life cycle of Y. pestis primarily involves rodents 
but occasionally humans are infected by the bite of an infected flea (blood 
meal). The proventriculus of the flea becomes blocked by Y. pestis 
aggregates. When the flea attempts to get a blood meal it regurgitates the 
bacteria into the bite site. Following the flea bite there is an initial 
intradermal colonization (Zhou & Yang, 2009), anatomically the flea is not 
equipped to penetrate through the skin, therefore the bacteria are deposited 
intradermally, and possible intravenously (Hinnebusch, 2003). Then the 
bacteria rapidly migrate to the regional lymph nodes were they replicate 
extracellularly inducing an inflammatory response. The inflammatory 
response causes the swelling and pain of the lymph nodes (buboes) that are 
characteristic for the disease (bubonic plague) (Perry & Fetherston, 1997). 
Generally, the onset of plague happens about 2-6 hours after the exposure. 
As the infection progresses the bacteria enter the bloodstream causing 
septicemia (septicemic plague), spreading into other organs such as spleen 
and lever. When the lungs are infected the disease is called pneumonic 
plague, which is a highly infectious form of the disease leading to a rapid 
death. When the infection of the lungs is a consequence of a generalized 
infection, it is called secondary pneumonic plague. Primary pneumonic 
plague is transmitted via aerosolic droplets from infected individuals and is 
the deadliest form of the disease (Fig. 2) 
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 The completion of the genome of Y. pestis has provided information about 
its evolution (Titball et al., 2003). Evolution of Y. pestis from Y. 
pseudotuberculosis is linked with several genetic changes, including point 
mutations as well as loss and gain of genes (Haiko et al., 2009). Y. 
peseudotuberculosis is a mammalian enteropathogen and can be found free 
living in the environment, whereas Y. pestis is a virulent pathogen absolutely 
dependent on a living host (Chain et al., 2004, Parkhill et al., 2001).  

2.1.1  Yersinia pestis virulence plasmids 

pCD1 (calcium dependence) is described under the Yersinia Type Three 
secretion System (T3SS). 

Beside pCD1 Y. pestis harbor two additional plasmids that are only found in 
this species. Many of the functions associated with the new “life style” of Y. 
pestis, i.e. its interaction with the flea, are encoded on these two plasmids 
(Titball et al., 2003). They are pPCP1 (9.5 kb) and pMT1 (110 kb) (Murin 
Toxin) (pFra), both plasmids encode several essential virulence determinants 
for Y. pestis.  

Plasmid pPCP1 (coagulase and plasminogen activator plasmid) Plasmid 
pPCP1 encodes for the plasminogen activator Pla (Brubaker et al., 1965). 
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Pla belongs to the omptin protease family of proteins mentioned earlier.  It 
converts plasminogen into plasmin and inactivates the main plasmin 
inhibitor �2 anti-plasmin (Lahteenmaki et al., 1998, Kukkonen et al., 2001, 
Lathem et al., 2007). Plasmin degrades extracellular matrix components and 
fibrin clots, facilitating the migration of Y. pestis through infected tissues. In 
addition, Pla promotes invasion of endothelial cells by binding to 
extracellular matrix components (Lahteenmaki et al., 2001).  Pla also 
mediates adhesion to epithelial cells, it binds to glycolipids and collagen IV 
(Kienle et al., 1992). Pla is a crucial virulence factor in the development of 
plague from a peripheral route of infection. Deletion of pla causes a million-
fold increase in the LD50 of Y. pestis in subcutaneously infected mice 
(Sodeinde et al., 1992). On the other hand, when a pla deletion mutant was 
used to infect mice intravenously , the strain was fully virulent (Sodeinde et
al., 1992, Welkos et al., 1997). Interestingly, Pla minus (Pla-) strains injected 
into mice either intradermally (ID) or by flea bite disseminated to the 
draining lymph nodes and produced a septicemic infection; however, no 
buboes were observed. Animals infected with isogenic Pla plus (Pla+) 
strains by either the flea-bite or ID route of infection were fully virulent and 
developed both bubonic (75% of them) and non-bubonic (25%) forms of 
plague (Sebbane et al., 2006).  Lathem et al., 2007 showed that Pla was also 
essential for Y. pestis to cause primary pneumonic plague in an intranasal 
pneumonic plague mouse model of infection, but Pla was not important for 
dissemination from the lung in that model of infection. They observed that at 
seven days post infection 50% of the mice infected with a Pla minus (Pla-) 
strain compared to 100% of the mice infected with a wild-type Pla plus 
(Pla+) strain developed primary pneumonic plague. The proliferation in the 
lungs of mice infected with Pla- bacteria after 24 hours was 100-1000 times 
less than those infected with the wild-type (Pla+) strain. Nevertheless, after 
72 hours the same number of wild-type and Pla- bacteria was recovered from 
the spleen, suggesting that Pla was not important for dissemination to other 
organs.   

Kukkonen and coworkers observed that Pla and another omptin, the PgtE 
protease of S. enterica, were necessary to invade human epithelial cells and 
mutants defective in expression of these proteins were unable to adhere to 
basement membranes in the presence of smooth LPS. In addition, the 
presence of O-antigen prevented plasmin activation by PgtE and Pla. Rough 
LPS is known to be required for the enzymatic activity of several proteins of 
the omptin family, although the O-antigen did not affect the insertion of the 
proteins in the outer membrane, but likely blocked access to these OMPs.  

In summary, the Y. pestis omptin Pla has been shown to be important for 
establishment of bubonic plague (Sodeinde et al., 1992) and recently, Pla has 
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been associated with the multiplication of Y. pestis in the airways (Lathem et 
al., 2007).

Plasmid pMT1 (pFra)  Plasmid pMT1 harbors the murine toxin gene (ymt) 
that encodes for a phospholipase D transmission factor, which together with 
the hemin storage locus (hms), are key factors in the ability of Y. pestis to 
grow within the flea gut and colonize the proventriculus of the flea (Wimsatt 
& Biggins, 2009). The ability of Y. pestis to successfully colonize the flea 
has been used to explain its relatively recent divergence from Y.
pseudotuberculosis. In contrast to Y. pestis, which can multiply in the flea, Y. 
pseudotuberculosis causes a fatal diarrhea in fleas. Furthermore, plasmid 
pMT1 also encodes for the F1 capsular antigen, which is antiphagocytic and 
reduces bacterial binding to phagocytic cells (Du et al., 2002). The F1 
protein and accessory components are expressed only at 37 °C.

2.2. Yersinia pseudotuberculosis

Y. pseudotuberculosis is a soil and water born pathogen that can be 
transmitted to humans through contaminated water or food (Smego et al., 
1999). It causes yersiniosis which can range from a self-limited enteric 
infection to life-threatening septicemia (Revell & Miller, 2001).  The 
infections are often associated with mesenteric adenitis and occasionally 
with inflammation of the caecum and terminal ileum (Viboud & Bliska, 
2005).  

Y. pseudotuberculosis is nearly identical to Y. pestis in terms of 
chromosomal DNA content and sequence (Achtman et al., 1999).  Despite 
this similarity these two organisms have many differences. Several genes 
that are essential for pathogenecity in the enterobacteria are pseudogenes in 
Y. pestis. Y. pseudotuberculosis encodes a flagellar secretion system and is 
motile at low growth temperatures. In contrast, Y. pestis is non motile due to 
the presence of inactivating mutations in flagellar genes. Y.
pseudotuberculosis expresses many insecticidal toxins genes and this 
pathogen consequently has an exceptional ability to infect fleas. 
Interestingly, at least one of the insecticidal toxin genes is a pseudogene in 
all Y. pestis strains analyzed. A living flea is necessary for the life cycle of Y. 
pestis.  

Y. pseudotuberculosis can be classified into 21 different serogroups based on 
LPS O-antigen profiles (Skurnik et al., 2000). 

2.3 Yersinia enterocolitica
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Y. enterocolitica has evolved independently from Y. pseudotuberculosis and 
Y. pestis (Wren, 2003).  It is also an enteropathogen that infects humans 
through ingestion of contaminated food or water. It together with Y. 
pseudotuberculosis is of great significance for the food industry, due to the 
fact that these organisms are able to grow at low temperatures (refrigeration 
temperatures).There is an association between yersiniosis and raw pork 
consumption that is supported by several studies (Najdenski et al., 2006). Y. 
enterocolitica, as well as Y. pseudotuberculosis, are flagellated and motile 
bacteria when they are isolated from the environment at 25 �C, but become 
non-motile in a mammalian host at 37 �C (Bercovier et al., 1979, Boyce et 
al., 1979). Infections are acquired orally through the consumption of 
infected food or water. After passing through the acidic stomach, the 
bacteria invade the intestinal mucosa through the M cells, colonizing the 
underlying lymphoid tissue (Peyer’s patches), where they cause a self-
limiting inflammation. In some cases (immunocompromised individuals), 
the bacteria can disseminate to the spleen, liver and deeper tissues and/or 
blood (Baert et al., 1994b, Baert et al., 1994a, Revell & Miller, 2001). Y. 
enterocolitica causes a more severe diarrhea in children than Y. 
pseudotuberculosis, due to the expression of a heat-stable toxin (Yst) (Delor 
& Cornelis, 1992). Even though the enteric disease caused by Y. 
enterocolitica is a self-limiting disease restricted to the gastrointestinal tract, 
the infection can sometimes have non-intestinal manifestations. Reactive 
arthritis is one example of this type of manifestation. The inflammation of 
the peripheral joints occurs two to six weeks after the intestinal infection has 
been cleared. Reactive arthritis occurs primarily in patients with a HLA-B27 
background (Appel et al., 1999). 

Y. enterocolitica strains are classified into six biogroups (1A, 1b, 2, 3, 4 and 
5) on the basis of phenotypic characteristics and about 60 serotypes. Non-
pathogenic bacteria lacking plasmid pYV belong to the biogroup 1A, 
whereas pYV-bearing pathogenic bacteria are divide into two groups that 
include biogroups 2 to 5 (non-lethal in mice) and a high-virulence biogroup 
1B (lethal in mice) (Bottone, 1997). These biogroups are further divided into 
serotypes based on variation of the LPS O-antigen.  

An additional chromosomally-encoded T3SS has recently been identified in 
all three pathogenic Yersinia. The T3SS in Y. enterocolitica is different from 
that found in the chromosome of Y. pseudotuberculosis and Y. pestis. 
Furthermore, while the chromosomal Y. enterocolitica T3SS is functional, 
no evidence has been provided for the functionality of the chromosomally-
encoded T3SSs of Y. pseudotuberculosis and Y. pestis. The best 
characterized of these chromosomal T3SSs is the second T3SS of Y.
enterocolitica, the Ysa T3SS (Foultier et al., 2003). Ysa (Yersinia Secretion 
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Apparatus) is a member of the Inv/Mxi/Spa family of T3SSs. It is important 
for Yersinia survival in the gastrointestinal infection. 

3.  OTHER VIRULENCE FEATURES OF THE PATHOGENIC 
YERSINIAE

The three pathogenic Yersiniae harbour an extra-chromosomal virulence 
plasmid of about 70-Kb that is required for full virulence (Viboud & Bliska, 
2005). The virulence plasmid encodes for a functional Type III Secretion 
System (T3SS). In addition, many chromosomally-encoded virulence factors 
contribute to the virulence of the different Yersinia species (Revell & Miller, 
2001). 

3.1   The Type III Secretion System (T3SS) 

T3SSs are found in all three human pathogenic Yersinia species and also in a 
large number of other pathogenic and non-pathogenic Gram-negative 
bacteria.  Bacteria expressing T3SSs include Salmonella spp, Shigella spp, 
enteropathogenic and enterohaemorhagic E. coli, Pseudomonas spp., 
Xantomonas spp., Rizobium spp. and many others. The central feature of 
these T3SSs is a supramolecular structure termed an injectisome that 
functions to inject virulence proteins directly into a eukaryotic cell. In 
Yersinia spp., the T3SS is composed of (1) the Ysc (Yersinia secretion)-
injectosome, which is the protein secretion apparatus that is assembled from 
approximately 25 structural proteins; (2) the Yop (Yersinia Outer membrane 
Protein) effector proteins, which are injected proteins that have direct anti-
host functions; (3) the translocators, which are the proteins involved in 
forming a pore in the eukaryotic membrane for injection of the effector 
proteins (Hueck, 1998). Additionally, all T3SSs require regulatory proteins 
that control the expression and activity of the T3SS.  Together, the different 
components of the T3SS provide the bacteria a unique and highly regulated 
mechanism to deliver anti-host proteins that function to manipulate 
eukaryotic cell processes to the bacterium’s advantage. 

3.1.1    The virulence plasmid pCD1/pYV/pIB1 

The common virulence plasmid of the three pathogenic Yersiniae is called 
pCD1 in Y. pestis and pYV in Y. enterocolitica and Y. pseudotuberculosis.  
In Y. pseudotuberculosis serotype III (denoted YPIII) it is called pIB1. The 
virulence plasmid encodes all of the components of the T3SS including the 
antihost factors termed Yops and other TTSS subunits required for delivery 
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of the Yops into the eukaryotic cytosol.  The virulence plasmids of Y.
enterocolitica and Y. pseudotuberculosis also encode for the YadA 
adhesion/invasion protein; however, the yadA gene is a pseudogene in all Y. 
pestis strains. 

3.1.2    The Yop effectors 

Apart from the type of disease that the different species of pathogenic 
Yersiniae may cause, an essential role in the establishment and outcome of 
the infection, is the delivery of virulence factors into host cells (Matsumoto 
& Young, 2009). Those virulence factors are termed Yops in all three 
Yersinia spp. Yops are T3SS secreted proteins that are very abundant in 
Ca2+-deprived media following growth in vitro of Yersiniae at 37 °C
(Michiels et al., 1990, Cornelis et al., 1998).  In vivo, they are thought to be 
injected directly into the eukaryotic cytosol upon contact with a eukaryotic 
cell. Inside the cell, the Yops, disrupt or activate various pathways within the 
eukaryotic cell. There are six Yops effectors: YopH, YopE, YopM, YopJ/P, 
YpkA/YopO, and YopT. Their known functions are described in Table 1.  
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Table. 1 The Yop Effectors 

Name Functions Eukaryotic 
substrate

References 

YopE  Rho Gap mimicry 

Antiphagocytic activity 

Rho GTPases Rosqvist et al., 1991, 1994 

YopH Active Protein Tyrosine 
Phosphatase (PTP) target 
important signaling 
pathways for innate and 
adaptive immunity 

Disruption of actin 
cytoskeleton  

Disruption of phagocytosis 

 

Fak (Focal 
adhesion kinase) 
and adaptor 
proteins Cas (Crk-
associated 
substrate) and 
paxillin 

Rosqvist et al.,1988; Fallman et 
al., 1995, Bliska et al., 1991 

YpKa/YopQ

 

 

Serine/threonine kinase 

Disruption of actin 
cytoskeleton 

RhoA, Rac1 Actin Galyov et al., 1993 

YopJ/yopP 

 

 

Serine/threonine 
Acetyltransferase 

Potent inhibitor of NF-kB 
and MAPK Pathways 

 

 Schesser et al., 1998; Orth, 
1999 

YopM

 

Localization to nucleus 

Inhibition of cytokine 
production 

 Skrzypek et al., 1998 

YopT Cysteine protease 

Disruption of the actin 
cytoskeleton 

Inhibition of phagocytosis 

RhoA, Rac1, 
Cdc42 

Iriarte and Cornelis, 1998; 
Zumbihl et al., 1999 
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Translocation of the effectors into the eukaryotic cytosol has been 
demonstrated by a number of different techniques. Directly by confocal 
microscopy or by reporter assays such as the Yop-Cya reporter enzyme 
strategy, and the Elk-tag translocation assay. Confocal microscopy was first 
used to assess Yop injection by Rosqvist and colleagues (1994). The Yop-
Cya reporter enzyme assay was the first reporter system developed (Sory 
and Cornelis, 1994).  A hybrid protein created by fusion of an N-terminal 
part of a Yop of interest to the calmodulin-dependent adenylate cyclase 
domain (Cya) of the Bordatella pertussis cyclolysin serves as the basis for 
this assay. Translocation of the hybrid protein is measured by detection of 
Cya activity, i.e, the ability to convert ATP to cAMP. This process requires a 
eukaryotic cofactor calmodulin (Sory & Cornelis, 1994), thus, increased 
amounts of cAMP can only be produced if the reporter protein is injected 
into the eukaryotic cytosol. Lately, a new way to measure traslocation has 
been developed by Plano and coworkers. The Elk-tag translocation assay 
consists of a reporter system that utilizes a small bipartite phosphorytable 
peptide tag, termed the ELK-tag, which can be attached to any given Yop 
protein. Translocation of the ELK-tagged protein into a eukaryotic cell 
results in host cell protein kinase-dependent phosphorylation of the tag at a 
specific serine residue. This can be detected by phospo-specific anti-Elk 
antibodies (Day et al., 2003). 

In addition to the virulence plasmid-encoded T3SS, Y. enterocolitica Biovar 
1B strains use another T3SS, the previously mentioned Ysa pathogenecity 
island T3SS, in order to deliver virulence factors termed Ysps into 
eukaryotic host cells (Foultier et al., 2003, Haller et al., 2000, Matsumoto & 
Young, 2009).  

3.1.3    Ysc secretion apparatus  

Beside the Yops, the virulence plasmid encodes for the ysc genes (Michiels
et al., 1991, Hueck, 1998). There are about 21 identified ysc genes that 
encode for proteins that form the secretion machinery and are required for 
Yop secretion in vitro. The ysc genes are located in four different operons on 
the virulence plasmid. Comparative studies of diverse T3SSs have shown 
that the essential secretion components of these systems assemble into a 
highly conserved structure, the T3S apparatus, also called an “injectosome” 
(Spreter et al., 2009).   

This structure has a base complex that spans both the bacterial inner and 
outer membranes and is topped by a needle-like structure that is required for 
T3SS and effector protein translocation. 
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 3.1.4     The Translocators: LcrV, YopB and YopD 

Yersinia spp. inject the Yop effectors into the eukaryotic cell. For this task, 
the Yersiniae use the translocators proteins LcrV, YopB and YopD. These 
three proteins are encoded by genes within a single operon, lcrGVBHyopBD
(Cornelis et al., 1998, Bergman et al., 1991, Broms et al., 2003). YopB and 
YopD proteins form pore-complexes in the eukaryotic cell membrane with 
help of LcrV which forms an anchoring platform for recruitment of YopB 
and YopD. All three proteins: LcrV, YopB and YopD have homologs in 
other species; however, the YopB and YopD proteins are better conserved 
than the LcrV protein.  

Mutations in yopB, yopD and lcrV result in abolishment of Yop translocation 
and these mutants are avirulent in a mouse model of Yersinia infection 
(Rosqvist et al., 1991a, Rosqvist et al., 1991b, Sory & Cornelis, 1994, 
Boland et al., 1996, Nilles et al., 1998, Francis & Wolf-Watz, 1998). 

LcrV, also called the V antigen, because it functions as a potent antigen 
(Leary et al., 1995, Leary et al., 1999). It. has been suggested to have a role 
as a suppressor of pro-inflammatory cytokine production.  LcrV is located at 
the tip of the T3SS needle structure (Mueller et al., 2005).  

3.1. 5    Regulation of the Yersinia TTSS 

The plasmid-encoded T3SS in the Yersiniae is tightly regulated at different 
levels. Expression of T3SS genes is regulated by the conditions which the 
bacteria encounters during its life cycle (conditions found outside vs inside 
its mammalian host) (Hueck, 1998) .The enteropathogenic Yersiniae are able 
to live inside the host as well as free in the environment, whereas Y. pestis 
only is found associated with its flea vector or a mammalian host. These 
bacteria regulate virulence gene expression in response to multiple 
environmental changes, including temperature and levels of extracellular 
calcium. 

In the 1950s it was shown that human pathogenic Yersinia spp. required 
calcium in their growth medium to be able to grow at 37 �C. This phenotype 
was called calcium-dependent growth (CD) (Kupferberg & Higuchi, 1958, 
Higuchi et al., 1959).  Later, this growth phenotype was associated with the 
production of Yops (Portnoy et al., 1984, Heesemann et al., 1984, Bolin et 
al., 1985, Wolf-Watz et al., 1985). At 26 °C, the Yersiniae multiply and 
produce only basal levels of Yops, there is no secretion of Yops and there is 
minimal expression of T3SS genes (Brubaker, 1986, Forsberg et al., 1987, 
Cornelis, 1998). At 37 °C in the presence of Ca2+, expression of T3SS genes 
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is upregulated due to the increase in temperature; however, the expressed 
Yops are not secreted in the presence of extracellular calcium.  In vitro, the 
T3SS is maximally expressed at 37 �C in the absence of Ca2+.  Under these 
conditions, maximal levels of Yop expression and secretion are induced and 
bacteria subsequently stop growing. This characteristic of Yersinia was 
termed the Low Calcium Response (LCR) (Goguen et al., 1984, Plano & 
Straley, 1993). Transcription of the T3SS genes that encode for the Yop 
proteins is further induced by activation of the T3S process in the presence 
of low calcium in vitro or by contact with a eukaryotic cell in vivo 
(Pettersson et al., 1996). The upregulation of Yop expression upon 
activation of the T3S process is considered a feedback response system that 
functions to ensure adequate levels of Yop substrates upon activation of the 
secretion process.  The details of these complex regulatory pathways will be 
discussed below. 

The transcription of T3SS genes in the pathogenic Yersiniae requires the 
transcriptional regulator LcrF (termed VirF in Y. enterocolitica). LcrF/VirF 
is a member of the AraC family of transcriptional regulators. The expression 
of virF is regulated by temperature (Hoe & Goguen, 1993).  The lcrF gene is 
transcribed at both 26 °C and 37 °C, but it is preferentially translated at 37 
°C due to the temperature-dependent melting of an RNA secondary structure 
that limits LcrF translation. At low temperatures, virulence plasmid DNA is 
kept in a non-productive conformation through specific DNA bends that are 
stabilized by the histone-like protein Yersinia modulator A (YmoA), which 
binds to H-NS DNA stabilizing it (Cornelis et al., 1991).  Under these 
conditions, virulence plasmid promoters are not accessible to LcrF/VirF; 
however, at 37 �C the configuration of the DNA changes due to the melting 
of the DNA bends and changes in chromatin structure. YmoA is released 
and free YmoA is degraded by the Lon and ClpXP proteases (Jackson et al., 
2004). Consequently, at 37 ºC, LcrF is expressed, active and has access to 
virulence plasmid promoters.  VirF in Y. enterocolitica is also transcribed at 
37 °C and its expression is similarly modulated by YmoA. H-NS-YmoA 
interactions have also been identified (Madrid et al., 2002, Nieto et al., 2002, 
Ellison & Miller, 2006). H-NS is a general transcriptional regulator that has 
been shown to bind to DNA and often maintain the DNA in a conformation 
that is not accessible to the transcription machinery; in fact, H-NS has 
recently been shown to be important in keeping newly acquired DNA 
sequences silenced.  

Transcription of T3SS genes is also regulated by a negative feedback 
mechanism that involves the negative regulator LcrQ in Y. 
pseudotuberculosis and Y. pestis or YscM1 and YscM2 in Y. enterocolitica  
(Rimpilainen et al., 1992, Michiels et al., 1991, Stainier et al., 1997). In Y. 
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enterocolitica, YscM1 and YscM2 act together to downregulate yop 
transcription prior to activation of the T3S process. An insertion mutant of
yscM1 showed normal calcium-regulated expression and secretion of Yops, 
but when in addition yscM2 was mutated, the double mutant showed 
constitutive expression of the yop genes (Allaoui et al., 1995). Likewise a 
deletion mutant of lcrQ showed constitutive yop expression (Rimpilainen et 
al., 1992). The double mutant of yscM1 and yscM2 did not secrete any Yops 
in the presence of Ca2+; however, in the absence of Ca2+ the lcrQ and the 
yscM1 and yscM2 double mutant behaved like the wild type in terms of 
secretion (Rimpilainen et al., 1992, Stainier et al., 1997). Apparently, 
intrabacterial LcrQ represses the transcription of yop genes (Stainier et al., 
1997).  In contrast, over-expession of LcrQ, YscM1 or YscM2 led to 
repression of yop gene transcription. Importantly, in the absence of Ca2+ or 
upon contact with a eukaryotic cell, LcrQ is secreted (Pettersson et al., 
1996), resulting in the removal of the negative regulatory effect. 
Interestingly, deletion of sycH, encoding a chaperone for YopH and LcrQ, 
also results in constitutive expression of Yops, suggesting that LcrQ and 
SycH work together to repress T3SS gene transcription (Cambronne et al., 
2000, Rohde et al., 1994).  In addition to LcrQ and SycH, YopD and its 
chaperone LcrH/SycD appear to play a similar role in regulating T3SS gene 
transcription (Pettersson et al., 1996, Francis et al., 2000, Williams & 
Straley, 1998, Cambronne et al., 2004) . Thus, cells deficient in expression 
of LcrQ (YscM1 and YscM2) or YopD or their chaperones are unable to 
repress T3SS gene transcription prior to activation of the T3S process 
(Francis et al., 2001).  Unfortunately, the mechanism by which these 
proteins block Yop expression is unknown at this time.  

 

4.  OUTER MEMBRANE COMPONENTS IMPORTANT FOR 
YERSINIA VIRULENCE  

4.1 Lipopolysacharide (LPS) in the pathogenic Yersiniae

Lipopolysacharide (LPS) is a major component of the Gram-negative outer 
membrane. LPS is also a major factor in the virulence of many bacteria. The 
nature of the LPS molecules in the outer leaflet of the outer membrane of 
Gram-negative bacteria is heterogeneous; thus, LPS comes in different sizes 
and compositions. A complete LPS molecule consists of three portions: the 
inner lipid A portion, the core polysaccharides and the outermost repeating 
O-antigen portion.  Some bacteria express partial or incomplete LPS 
molecules. These include LPS composed of lipid A and the inner core, the 
smallest LPS or lipid A and a complete core structure with or without a 
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variable number of O-polysacharide antigen repeats units ranging from none 
to many repeating polysaccharide units (Skurnik & Bengoechea, 2003). 

The chemical composition of the O-antigen has also been shown to be very 
variable between different bacterial species. In Y. enterocolitica and Y. 
pseudotuberculosis the O-antigen varies in its chemical composition and is 
characterized by a linear sugar backbone with branches of single sugar 
residues.  These two pathogens are divided into serogroups in accordance to 
their O-antigens (Bruneteau & Minka, 2003). In contrast, Y. pestis lacks O-
antigen due to mutations that inactivate a critical O-antigen biosynthetic 
gene cluster (Prior et al., 2001b, Prior et al., 2001a, Skurnik et al., 2000). 
The core LPS region in the three pathogenic Yersiniae shows, in general, the 
same chemical composition and it is well conserved in other members of the 
Enterobacteriaceae (Bruneteau & Minka, 2003).  Y. pestis lacks the lipidA 
acyltransferase gene htrB, which adds an acyl group to lipid A. Variations of 
LPS structure due to temperature or environmental changes have been 
associated with effects on virulence in Y. pestis, including the resistance to 
antimicrobial peptides (Anisimov et al., 2005).  Y. pestis is considered the 
youngest of the three pathogenic Yersiniae and there is evidence that it 
evolved from Y. pseudotuberculosis biovar O:1b, and one step in this 
evolution has been the inactivation of the O-antigen gene cluster (Skurnik et
al., 2000). The most immunodominant sugar of the O-groups of LPS from Y. 
pseudotuberculosis is the 3, 6-dideoxyhexoses (Davies & Quirie, 1996). 
These sugars have been associated with pathogenic bacterial species, they 
serve as a protection for the organism against environmental stress 
(Brubaker, 2004). Interestingly, the O-antigen in Y. pseudotuberculosis is 
expressed at 26 °C but not at 37 °C. Importantly, the rough LPS of Y. pestis 
is important for the function of several virulence factors.  

4.2  YapE 

 YapE is present in all three pathogenic Yersinia spp. It is a functional, 
autotransporter protein (Lawrenz et al., 2009). A deletion mutant of yapE in 
the CO92 Y. pestis strain was deficient in the colonization of lymph nodes, 
the spleen and lungs when compared to the wild-type strain using a 
subcutaneous route of infection. In this model the deletion mutant of yapE 
also was deficient in survival and dissemination to the spleens and lungs of 
infected animals compared to the wild type strain.  Only 65% of the animals 
infected with the mutant strain had bacteria in the spleens, whereas, all the 
animals infected with the wild-type strain had bacteria in their spleens. 
Providing a functional copy of the yapE gene restored virulence to the yapE 
mutant.  Lawrenz and cooworkers also observed autoaggregation of YapE 
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expressing bacteria and adherence to the human alveolar epithelial cell line 
A549 cells. 

4.3  pH6-antigen 

The pH6-antigen (PsaA) was discovered by Ben-Efraim et al., in 1961 when 
he observed that this antigen was produced in Y. pestis in vivo and in vitro at 
37 �C and at a pH below 6.  It is a fimbria-like structure found in all three 
pathogenic Yersiniae. The gene that encodes the main component of the 
fimbria-like pH6-antigen structure in Y. pestis and Y. pseudotuberculosis is
psaA.  In Y. enterocolitica the gene is myfA.  Mutants of psaA in a 
pigmentation minus strain of Y. pestis (KIM5) were attenuated by an 
intravenous route of infection in mice (Lindler et al., 1990). The pH6-
antigen functions as an adhesin in the enteropathogenic Yersiniae (Isberg, 
1989b, Isberg, 1989a, Isberg, 1991). Purified pH6-antigen of Y. pestis has 
been shown to bind apoB-containing lipoproteins in plasma (Makoveichuk
et al., 2003). Bacteria that were coated with this lipoprotein were unable to 
bind to THP-I monocyte derived macrophages, suggesting that the binding 
may help the bacteria to avoid phagocytosis.  In a gentamicin protection 
assay (GPA) with RAW264.7 mouse macrophages, E. coli expressing pH6-
antigen of Y. pestis showed a lower level of phagocytosis compared to 
bacteria that carried vector alone. These results were confirmed by 
microscopy where a psaA mutant (psaA-) of Y. pestis showed higher levels 
of phagocytosis compared to a wild type strain (psaA+) (Huang & Lindler, 
2004). 

4.4  Invasin and YadA 

The first step in an infection is the attachment of the bacteria to host 
surfaces. Y. enterocolitica, as well as Y. pseudotuberculosis, are intestinal 
pathogens; consequently, the first step in an intestinal infection is the 
attachment of the bacteria to the intestinal mucosa followed by invasion, in 
order to reach underlying tissues. Therefore both enteropathogenic Yersinia 
harbor two major adhesins that are absent in Y. pestis: Invasin and YadA
(Rosqvist et al., 1988). 

Invasin is a large outer membrane protein of about 103-kD in Y.
pseudotuberculosis and 92-kD in Y. enterocolitica (Ellison et al., 2004). 
Invasin mediates attachment to epithelial cells and is encoded in the 
chromosome of both Y. enterocolitica and Y.  pseudotuberculosis by the inv 
gene (Isberg & Falkow, 1985, Miller & Falkow, 1988, Miller et al., 1988, 
Pepe & Miller, 1990). The protein is thought to play an important role in the 
initial stage of infection but it was not essential for virulence in the mouse 
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model (Pepe & Miller, 1993, Rosqvist et al., 1988); nevertheless, a delay in 
the infection process and decreased rate of colonization was observed with 
inv mutants. Invasin binds directly to host cells through �1-integrin 
receptors. Hudson et al., (2005) showed that there is a relationship between 
the expression of Invasin and YadA on the bacterial surface, and 
extracellular matrix components in the extracellular environment. This 
relationship is important for the efficiency of adhesin-mediated signaling for 
bacterial uptake by phagocytic cells. When there is a higher concentration of 
extracelullar matrix (ECM) components, YadA is the prominent adhesin, 
whereas when there is a low concentration of ECM components, invasin is 
the prevailing adhesin (Hudson et al., 2005). Invasin is expressed optimally 
in early stationary phase at 26 °C and pH 8.0 or at 37 °C and pH 5.5. In 
contrast, the expression of Invasin decreases at 37 �C, pH 8.0 (Pepe et al., 
1994). Revell and Miller (2000) had reported that invasin is regulated by the 
chromosomally encoded RovA (Regulator of Virulence) which had 
homology to other transcriptional regulators of the MarR family of proteins. 
RovA was important for regulation of invasin in a mouse infection model. 
The LD50 of the rovA mutant was 70-fold higher than the wild-type strain.  

YadA is a virulence plasmid-encoded multifunctional OMP that forms 
lollipop-like structures on the surface of both Y. enterocolitica and Y.
pseudotuberculosis (Bolin et al., 1982, Bliska et al., 1993). YadA locates to 
the bacterial surface within minutes after a temperature shift to 37 �C (Bolin 
et al., 1982). Despite the high homology between YadA of Y. enterocolitica 
and YadA of Y. pseudotuberculosis, these two proteins show differences in 
their binding specificity to extracellular matrix components and have 
different functions in these pathogens. YadA of Y. pseudotuberculosis 
promotes macrophage uptake, whereas YadA of Y. enterocolitica does not 
(Heise & Dersch, 2006). YadA of Y. enterocolitica does not mediate 
invasion of human epithelial cells (Heesemann et al., 1987, Schmid et al., 
2004), whereas Y. pseudotuberculosis YadA mediates invasion of M cells. 
YadA of both strains promotes bacterial adherence to eukaryotic cells, 
enabling the T3SS to inject the Yop effectors (Mota et al., 2005) and 
facilitates bacterial uptake by phagocytic cells. YadA also binds to �1-
integrins, but indirectly, it binds first to ECM components (Dersch & Isberg, 
1999, Eitel & Dersch, 2002, El Tahir & Skurnik, 2001, Hudson et al., 2005).  
YadA is encoded in the virulence plasmid of Y. pestis but the gene has a 
single nucleotide deletion causing a frameshift mutation that inactivates the 
gene (Rosqvist et al., 1988, Skurnik et al., 1984). Interestingly, a double 
mutant inv/yadA of Y. pseudotuberculosis exhibited higher virulence in a 
mouse model of infection. In fact, when the frameshift mutation was 
corrected, introducing YadA in trans, the virulence of Y. pestis was 
decreased (Rosqvist et al., 1988). However, the wild-type strain of Y.
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pseudotuberculosis used in this work carried a mutation in invasin, 
consequently it was not isogenic to the double mutant strain, this could have 
accounted, in part, for the hypervirulence of the double mutant (Han & 
Miller, 1997). Co-expression of YadA and Invasin resulted in a 50% 
decrease in the number of bacteria that were engulfed (Hudson et al., 2005), 
suggesting that YadA inhibits the uptake mediated by invasin.  Interestingly, 
these two outer membrane adhesins of the enteropathogenic Yersiniae are 
important contributors to the establishment of the entero-infections caused 
by those pathogens, but also are used by the host to clear the infections, thus 
they act as a double-edged sword for the bacteria.  

YadA belongs to the family of the oligomeric coiled-coil adhesins (OCA) 
and as many other members of this family, it also is involved in serum 
resistance. Balligand et al., (1985) showed that a Y. enterocolitica strain 
carrying a derivative of the virulence plasmid with mutations in YadA 
(called P1 at that time) was susceptible to human serum and had a defect in 
agglutination.  The serum resistance of the mutant could be restored by 
complementation with yadA in trans. Furthermore, a laboratory strain of E.
coli K12 was resistant to the serum bactericidal activity, autoagglutinated 
and presented a high hydrophobicity when it expressed YadA. These 
properties were all regulated by temperature (Martinez, 1989). The 
mechanisms behind the serum resistance property of YadA has been studied 
extensively, YadA inhibits complement activation at the C3b and C9 levels 
(China et al., 1993, Pilz et al., 1992). YadA reduces C3b deposition and this 
reduction is accomplished by coating the bacterial surface with host Factor 
H (China et al., 1993). The functional domains of YadA in terms of serum 
resistance have been characterized by Roggenkamp et al., (2003). They 
found that the neck region and the head region of YadA appeared to be 
required for serum resistance mediated by YadA. Y. enterocolitica O:3 
bound purified Factor H directly and strains expressing YadA bound Factor 
H and C4b-binding protein. These strains expressed either intermediate or 
resistant phenotypes. Interestingly, the binding of both Factor H and C4b-
binding protein to YadA did not affect their regulatory functions (Biedzka-
Sarek et al., 2008a, Biedzka-Sarek et al., 2008b).  

4.5 Attachment and Invasion Locus (Ail) 

Ail is an integral OMP of 17-kD size encoded by the ail gene in the 
chromosome of all pathogenic Yersiniae (Miller et al., 1989b, Pierson & 
Falkow, 1993, Yang et al., 1996, Biedzka-Sarek et al., 2005, Kolodziejek et 
al., 2007, Bartra et al., 2008).  The presence of the ail gene has been 
associated exclusively with pathogenic species of both Y. enterocolitica and 
Y. pestis (Miller et al., 1989b, Anisimov et al., 2005).  
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Initially Ail of Y. enterocolitica was identified as an adhesin and invasin. Ail 
expressed by E. coli promoted several different degrees of invasion 
dependent on the cell type and the in vitro invasion assay used. On the other 
hand, Ail-mediated attachment was high in all the cell lines tested (Miller & 
Falkow, 1988, Miller et al., 1990).  The role of Y. enterocolitica Ail in serum 
resistance was reported by several investigators (Bliska & Falkow, 1992, 
Pierson & Falkow, 1993). Those investigators cloned Ail and introduced it 
into a laboratory strain of E. coli. The E. coli strain became serum resistance 
due to the presence of Ail. They also noticed that both attachment and serum 
resistance properties were thermoinducible (37 �C). Interestingly, when Ail 
was introduced into non-pathogenic strains of Y. enterocolitica it did not 
promote either adherence or invasion but it conferred serum resistance in 
those strains. Additionally, a mutant of Ail in Y. enterocolitica did not 
promote invasion or attachment and was sensitive to the serum killing 
activity, demonstrating the importance of Ail for serum resistance, 
attachment and invasion in Y. enterocolitica. Furthermore, it was shown that 
Ail in Y. enterocolitica is expressed at all temperatures except 4 �C, in 
exponentially growing bacteria, but only at 37 �C in stationary phase 
bacteria (Pierson & Falkow, 1993). Interestingly, Ail Y. pseudotuberculosis 
did not have the same adhesive properties as that of Ail in Y. enterocolitica 
when expressed at 37 �C and pH 6 in binding assays to cultured epithelial 
cells (Yang et al., 1996). 

Recently, the Ail protein of Y. pestis has been characterized (Kolodziejek et
al., 2007, Bartra et al., 2008, Felek & Krukonis, 2009). Ail of Y. pestis has 
been found to be important for attachment, bacterial internalization, Yop 
delivery and serum resistance. Furthermore, Ail was important for virulence 
in a C. elegans (Bartra et al., 2008) and in a mouse model of infection (Felek 
& Krukonis, 2009). In the mouse, the Ail mutant showed a lower rate of 
colonization when compared to the wild type, this correlated with an 
increase in the LD50 compared to the wild type. The Ail mutant was 
gradually cleared from the host by day seven of the infection, even though it 
showed similar levels of bacteria in the liver, spleen and lungs at day two. 

4.5.1    The OmpX/Lom family of Outer Membrane Proteins 

Ail belongs to the highly conserved OmpX/Lom family of integral outer 
membrane proteins. The NMR and crystal structure of one of its members, 
the E. coli OmpX protein, has been determined and it consists of eight outer-
membrane spanning amphipatic �-strands and four short extracellular loops. 
The membrane spanning parts of the protein is more conserved than the 
extracellular loops (Vogt & Schulz, 1999). Members of this family includes 
OmpX of Enterobacter cloacae and E. coli, Lom of bacteriophage Lambda, 
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PagC and Rck of S. typhimurium, Ail of Y. enterocolitica, Ail of Y. 
pseudotuberculosis and and Ail of Y. pestis (Beer & Miller, 1992, Pulkkinen 
& Miller, 1991, Stoorvogel et al., 1991, Mecsas et al., 1995, Heffernan et 
al., 1992a, Heffernan et al., 1992b, Heffernan et al., 1994) . The functions 
accredited to these proteins are: adhesion to mammalian cells (Ail), survival 
in serum (Rck and Ail) and survival within macrophages and required for 
mouse virulence (PagC). 

The functional domains of these proteins are believed to be located on the 
extracellular loops. Both RcK and Ail are predicted to have four surface 
exposed loops (Miller et al., 1990, Heffernan et al., 1992a). Analyses of the 
functional domains of Rck and Y. enterocolitica Ail has been mapped by 
mutational analysis (Cirillo et al., 1996, Miller et al., 2001) . The functional 
domain of Rck has been mapped to loop 3. A single amino acid substitution 
in loop 3, a Glycine for an Aspartic Acid reduced Rck-mediated invasion 
and serum resistance. Furthermore, a chimera of Rck and PagC was 
constructed. PagC is another member of the Ail/Lom family of proteins of 
Salmonella that is not involved in serum resistance or invasion. The C-
terminal region of Rck containing loops 3 and 4 was substituted for the C-
terminal region of PagC. This chimera was deficient in both serum resistance 
and invasion. A substitution of a smaller region containing only loop 4 also 
was constructed, this new construct affected neither the serum resistance nor 
the invasion functions (Cirillo et al., 1996). The functional domains of Ail in 
Y. enterocolitica were also characterized. Mutants in the surface exposed 
loops were constructed and characterized. The design of the mutations were 
based on  a) the variation found in the naturally occurring Ail, b) changes in 
loop-located amino acids in Rck or Ail that are not common to other Ail- 
like-proteins, c) Alanine scanning of charged residues in the extracellular 
loops and d) based on information obtained from previous constructed 
mutants. One insertion mutant, 31 point mutants and 4 deletion mutants were 
constructed and analyzed. It was found that loop 1 and 4 are not directly 
involved in serum resistance or invasion, In contrast, mutations in loop 3 
affected both phenotypes and mutations in loop 2 also affected both 
phenotypes. In addition, Ail-mediated invasion was inhibited by a peptide 
containing sequences from loop 2 (Miller et al., 2001).  

4.5.2     Ail and the Complement System 

4.5.2.1     The Complement System 

The bactericidal activity of normal serum was independently observed in the 
1880s by von Fodor (1887), Nuttall (1888) and Buchner (1889). Years later, 
the lysis of Vibrio cholerae in the peritoneum of both immune and normal 
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guinea pigs, was observed by Pfeiffer and Issaeff. In 1895 Jules Bordet for 
the first time demonstrated that for bacteriolysis to occur the heat stable 
antibody and the heat-labile activity of normal serum were required 
(Lachmann, 2006). In 1919 Bordet received the Nobel Prize in Medicine for 
his work on complement. The term complement was introduced by Ehrlich, 
who together with Brand fractionated serum and discovered that fractions 
were necessary and needed to be in a certain order for complement activity 
to occur. Many of the early discoverers paved the way for more detailed 
research on the complement pathways. In the 1960s, Muller-Eberhard 
identified C3 as major serum protein and it was visualized bound in vivo in 
human tissues by Lachman et al in 1962. Later other complement 
components were purified from plasma. By 1964 eight out of nine of the 
complement components were identified (Lachmann, 2006).receptors and 
regulators of complement. 

The complement system is an elaborated network of plasma and serum 
membrane associated proteins which provides a tightly regulated and 
extremely efficient inflammatory and cytolytic immune response to 
infectious organisms (Dunkelberger & Song). It consists of about 35 soluble 
and membrane-bound proteins. 

The complement system is one of the major mechanisms of the innate 
immune system and is also involved in modulating the adaptive immune 
response (Rus et al., 2005).  Clearance of apoptotic cells and immune 
complexes also occurs by activation of complement (Rus et al., 2005). 
Genomic analyses and functional studies on complement effector molecules 
led to the discovery of complement analogs present even in ancient 
invertebrate species, reinforcing the importance of its role in host defense.  
The complement system can be activated by three pathways: classical, 
alternative and lectin (Fig. 3).  
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Fig.3  The Complement System 

The classical pathway is initiated by antigen-antibody immune-complexes, 
the alternative pathway is directly initiated by surface molecules of diverse 
microorganisms such as protozoans, fungi, bacteria and viruses, and the 
lectin pathway is activated by microbes containing on their surfaces sugar 
moieties such as mannans or N-acetylglucosamine complexes. The N-
acetylglucosoamine complexes binds to L and H ficolins, and the mannans 
bind to manose-binding lectin (MBL) (Sunyer et al., 2003).  The activation 
of any of the three pathways leads to activation of C3. The C3 protein is a 
key component of the complement system, and is the most abundant 
complement protein in serum. C3 cleavage is followed by the lytic pathway 
and generation of the membrane attack complex (MAC). The MAC forms a 
pore on the surface of the target cell, consequently disrupting the membrane, 
causing cell death. Recently, two additional mechanisms of activation have 
been described.  One of those mechanisms involves properdin. Properdin 
stabilizes C3bBb and also can promote de novo C3 convertase assembly. In 
addition, proteases unrelated to the complement cascade like Kallikrein and 
thrombin can directly cleave C3 and C5, leading to a new source of 
anaphylatoxins (Dunkelberger & Song, 2010).  Deficiency or dysfunction of 
complement can cause increased susceptibility to infections and 
inflammatory diseases (Walport, 2001a, Walport, 2001b). 
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4.5.2.2    Complement Functions against pathogens 

Regardless of the pathways of activation of complement the ultimate 
functions of complement are: 1) Recognition and opsonization, leading to 
phagocytosis. Complement facilitates phagocytosis of pathogens. Microbes 
are coated with complement components immobilizing them. Phagocytic 
cells are equipped with receptors that recognize opsonized targets and they 
take up these targets for destruction (Krych-Goldberg & Atkinson, 2001).  2) 
Pathogen lysis. The MAC-complex forms pores on the bacterial surface 
leading to direct lysis of targeted surfaces. 3) Induction of inflammation. The 
complement system alerts the immune system by generating 
proinflammatory anaphylatoxins that induce inflammation.  

4.5.2.3    Regulation of complemen function 

The complement system is tightly regulated. Regulation of complement is 
crucial to prevent self injury. The different steps in complement activation 
are checked by complement inhibitors, preventing or minimizing bystander 
tissue damage, simultaneously providing efficient detection and destruction 
of pathogens. There are fluid-phase complement regulators and membrane-
bound complement regulators. 
 
A) Fluid-phase complement regulators: 

Factor I (FI): Is a constitutively active serine protease that can cleave C3b 
and C4b into inactive fragments. Factor I requires cofactors to prevent non-
specific C3b degradation, such as membrane cofactors proteins (MCP, 
CD46), complement receptor 1 (CR1), C4bp and Factor H. Its concentration 
in plasma is about 30 �g/ml. 

Factor H (FH): It is a soluble glycoprotein of 150-kD found in plasma at a 
concentration of 500 μg/ml. Factor H down regulates complement in the 
fluid phase and on cell surfaces. FH accelerates the decay of the alternative 
pathway C3 convertase, competes with Factor B for C3b binding, and acts as 
a cofactor for FI-mediated C3 inactivation. Factor H inhibits complement on 
cell surfaces and also in the fluid phase. It can distinguish between self and 
non-self activators because it recognizes polyanionic substances and 
glycosoaminoglycans that cover host cells but not prokaryotic membranes 
(Meri & Pangburn, 1990). 

C4b-binding protein: Is a large spider-like glycoprotein. C4b-bp is a fluid 
phase inhibitor of complement. It binds to C4b and down regulates the 
classical and lectin pathways. C4b-binding protein circulates in serum with 
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S-protein which is a vitamin K dependent protein (Hardig & Dahlback, 
1996). 

Vitronectin: Is a multifunctional protein that is found both in the 
extracellular matrix (ECM) and plasma. It inhibits the C7b-complex 
preventing the insertion of the MAC-complex into the membrane (Preissner 
& Jenne, 1991b, Preissner & Jenne, 1991a, Preissner, 1991, Keijer et al., 
1991). The C7b-complex is still able to bind C8 and C9 to form C5b-8 and 
C5b-9 complexes but C5b-9 is not lytic. In addition, Vitronectin interacts 
with �5�3 integrins. 

B) Membrane-bound complement regulators  

Some of the membrane bound complement regulators are: DAF (Decay-
Accelerating Factor), which inhibits assembly of alternative and classical 
pathways C3 convertases (Lublin & Atkinson, 1989).  In addition, it shortens 
the half-live of already made convertases. CR1 is another decay-accelerating 
protein. It is a cofactor to Factor I and cleaves C3b and C4b (Ahearn & 
Fearon, 1989).  The membrane bound-CD59 inhibits assembly of MAC 
formation at autologous cell surfaces, by blocking the C8 and C9 assembly 
steps (Davies & Lachmann, 1993, Zhou et al., 1996, Rautemaa et al., 1998, 
Rautemaa et al., 2001). 

4.5.2.4     Mechanisms of Serum Resistance by Gram-negative bacterial 
pathogens

As the host complement system is activated against invading 
microorganisms, the microorganisms themselves also posses a myriad of 
strategies to avoid complement mediated killing. Microorganisms have 
developed mechanisms to subvert complement function. Three major factors 
are involved in the resistance to complement-mediated killing by Gram-
negative bacteria. These are LPS, OMPs and capsules. A given pathogen 
may use diverse strategies to avoid complement. Pseudomonas aeuruginosa 
inhibits C3, it cleaves C3b and prevents C3b deposition (Schmidtchen et al., 
2003). Borrelia burgdorferii harbors a CD59-like protein that inhibits the 
function and assembly of the MAC complex (Pausa et al., 2003). Many 
pathogens can bind to the main regulators of the complement system to 
inhibit complement function. For example N. menengitidis and N.
gonorrhoeae bind to factor H (Ngampastaldol et al., 2008; Scheneider et al., 
2009). Interestingly, N. meningitides mimics carbohydrates on the host for 
recruiting factor H.  Y. enterocolitica in addition to factor H also binds to 
C4B-binding protein.  

4.5.2.3.1     Ail and complement regulators FH and C4B-binding protein 
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Various investigators have observed that Y. enterocolitica binds FH in serum 
(China et al., 1993, Roggenkamp et al., 1996).; however, Roggenkamp et 
al., showed that purified 125I-labeled FH did not bind to Y. enterocolitica. 
Recently, the mechanisms behind the serum resistance of Y. enterocolitica 
has been elucidated by Biedska-Sarek et al., particularly the role of YadA 
and Ail and their relationship with the complement regulators FH and C4b-
binding protein. They found that gelatin used in the binding assay with 
purified 125I-labeled FH was preventing the binding to Y. enterocolitica, 
suggesting that the binding was through YadA since collagen inhibits YadA 
binding (Biedzka-Sarek et al., 2008b, Biedzka-Sarek et al., 2008a).  
Furthermore, the investigators determined that both YadA and Ail bound FH 
and C4b-binding protein and the binding correlated with the resistance to 
complement. Mutants that were sensitive to serum bound to FH, but did not 
express YadA. Contrarily, several strains that were sensitive to serum 
expressed Ail, but it did not bind or bound poorly to FH or C4b-binding 
protein. LPS was important for Ail-mediated binding to both FH and C4b-
binding proteins 

5.  MODELS OF YERSINIA INFECTIONS 

5.1  Non-mammal infection models 

In order to analyze the importance of suspected virulence factors for a 
bacterial pathogen it is important to be able to assess virulence in animal 
models of bacterial infection. There are both mammalian and non-
mammalian models for Yersinia spp. infections.   

5.1.1    Cell culture infection models 

Many mammalian primary cells and cell lines can be used to investigate the 
effect of pathogenic Yersinia spp. and their virulence factors on those cells.  
Simple cell-based assays include assays of cell cytotoxicity, bacterial 
adhesion and bacterial invasion. 

5.1.2    Caenorhabditis elegans infection model 

In the wild, C. elegans is a soil living nematode feeding on microorganisms, 
whereas in the laboratory, it is maintained on a uracil auxotrophic strain 
(OP50) of E. coli (Lewis & Fleming, 1995). There are many pathogenic 
Gram-positive and Gram-negative bacteria, as well as fungal pathogens that 
infect C. elegans (Aballay & Ausubel, 2002).  
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A) The Yersinia Biofilm-dependent model of infection 

It has been establish that Yersinia species kill C. elegans by the formation of 
a biofilm around the head of the nematodes, preventing food intake and 
causing death by starvation (Darby et al., 2002). The biofilm formation 
requires the hmsHFRS biofilm synthesis operon (Darby et al., 2005). This 
model has been used to investigate Yersinia pathogenicity (Joshua et al., 
2003). This group used strains of Y. enterocolitica, Y. pseudotuberculosis 
and Y. pestis to infect C. elegans. They found that of 41 Y.
pseudotuberculosis strains only 76% of them infected the worms and the 
infections ranged from severe to weak. The infections were rated severe 
(9.5%), when the nematodes developed an anterior biofilm formation that 
initially allowed the worms to move but subsequently they were not able to 
do so.  Infections were rated intermediate when the worms showed an 
anterior biofilm formation as well as aberrant motion.  Finally, the infection 
was rated weak (5%) when there was no formation of an anterior biofilm, 
but the worms showed an aberrant motion. In addition, this group tested four 
strains of Y. pestis. Three of the Y. pestis strains tested caused severe 
infection, whereas one strain lacking the hms locus did not affect C. elegans.  
Finally, they tested 15 strains of Y. enterocolitica. All 15 strains of Y.
enterocolitica tested had no effect on C. elegans. From this work, 6 mutants 
of Y. pseudotuberculosis, carrying disruptions in genes that prevented or 
reduced biofilm formation were identified, two of the mutants encoded for 
factors involved in LPS biosynthesis, one of them encoded for factors 
involved in the hemin storage locus, one in a sensory transmission gene and 
two of the mutations were in unknown genes. These studies demonstrate that 
the C. elegans model can be used to evaluate the virulence of Yersinia spp. 
and can be used to select mutants defective in specific virulence traits.  

B) The Yersinia Biofilm independent model of infection 

Previous work mentioned above established that C. elegans can be used as a 
model for Y. pestis biofilm formation. The possibility of using C. elegans as 
a model for assessing Yersinia spp. virulence and to identify and characterize 
novel virulence factors (biofilm independent factors) that are important for 
mammalian pathogenesis was investigated in paper II (Styer et al., 2005). 
The Y. pestis KIM5 strain lacks the hmsHMFR genes that are involved in 
biofilm formation and infects C. elegans causing a persistent and lethal 
intestinal infection. It was thought that Y. pestis lacking the ability to 
produce biofilm could enter the nematode’s intestine and kill it by a 
mechanism that was different from starvation. 
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Nematodes were fed with a lawn of Y. pestis KIM5 strain and with a lawn of 
the OP50 E. coli strain which is the normal source of food for C. elegans in 
the laboratory. The time required for 50% of the nematodes to die (time to 
death: TD50) was calculated and it was concluded that Y. pestis KIM5 strain 
kills C. elegans  faster than when they are fed with OP50 E. coli. In order to 
follow the bacteria inside the nematode, strains of Y. pestis and E. coli 
expressing GFP were used. 

Worms that were infected with Y. pestis expressing GFP were full of GFP-
expressing bacteria in the intestinal tract and their intestinal lumens were 
distended, after 48 hours of infection. On the other hand, worms infected 
with E. coli expressing GFP had minimal distention of their lumens. This 
results showed that Y. pestis lacking the hmsHFRS genes is still virulent in 
C. elegans and that the Yersinia-C. elegans pathogenesis model can be used 
to investigate virulence factors that are not involved in biofilm formation. 
Taking this approach, the role of known virulence determinants of Y. pestis 
were tested. The role of plasmid pCD1 and pPCP1 in the C. elegans-Yersinia 
infection were investigated. C. elegans were fed with Y. pestis KIM5 lacking 
either plasmid pCD1 or pPCP1, or lacking both plasmids. The results 
showed that neither plasmid were required for Y. pestis virulence in C.
elegans. Furthermore, three strains of Y. pestis KIM5 lacking chromosomal 
genes previously identified as putative virulence genes were tested (ompT, 
y3857 and yapH). All three showed reduced virulence in C. elegans.  This 
model of Yersinia infection was also used to investigate the role of the Ail 
protein of Y. pestis in pathogenesis. Ail is 17-kD protein encoded in the 
Yersinia chromosome that is responsible for its serum resistance phenotype 
(Bartra et al., 2008). Ail also has been reported to function as an adhesin, 
facilitating Yop delivery (Kolodziejek et al., 2007, Felek & Krukonis, 2009). 
The Ail deletion mutant showed reduced virulence in this model.  
Interestingly, C. elegans lacks a fully developed complement system and 
only a small number of putative complement components have been found 
to be encoded in its genome (Krushkal et al., 1998), suggesting that the 
function of Ail in virulence in this model is independent of its role in 
complement resistance. 

Styer et al. also used this model to investigate novel virulence factors of Y.
pestis. For this approach, a transposon mutagenesis library was constructed 
and used to infect C. elegans. Six out of 984 insertion mutants were 
identified on the basis of their slower killing of C. elegans. Four of the six 
mutants were tested in intranasal mouse model of Y. pestis infection and two 
out of 4four were also important for virulence in the mouse, validating the 
use of the Yersinia-C. elegans model of infection for the identification of 
novel virulence factors. The advantages of using C. elegans as a model 
organism are multiple. It is an anatomically simple and genetically tractable 
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organism. The body of C. elegans is transparent which permits direct 
microscopy for observation of biological processes and pathogenesis. The 
complete genome of C. elegans is also available. In addition, C. elegans is 
economically advantageous because of its low cost in maintenance. It can be 
stored in the freezer and revived when needed.  A feature of C. elegans is 
that it does not posses adaptive immune response, allowing the study of 
innate immunity in a simple manner. 

5. 2  Mammalian models of Yersinia infection 

Several animal models have been used to study the pathogenicity of Yersinia 
infections, these models include guinea pigs, rabbits, mice and rats. 

5.2.1  Mouse model of infection.  

A critical asset or tool for the study of Yersinia species as model organisms 
for bacterial pathogenesis has been the mouse model of infection.  In the 
mouse, all three Yersinia species are capable of generating a lethal 
septicemic infection.  Some strains of the enteropathogens are capable of 
colonizing the mesenteric lymph nodes, causing septicemia, infecting organs 
such as the spleen and liver and eventually producing a systemic (plague-
like) infection (Carter, 1975a, Carter, 1975b, Handley et al., 2004), 
reproducing much of the pathology seen in humans. For all these reasons, 
the mouse model of Yersinia infection has been the model of choice. The 
routes of infection used in the Yersinia-mouse model of infection are oral, 
orogastric, intradermal (ID), subcutaneous (SC), intravenous (IV) (using a 
tail vein or retro-orbital injection), intraperitoneal (IP), flea bite, aerosolized, 
and intranasal. The LD50 (the number of bacteria required to kill 50% of the 
animals infected) varies according to the route of infection, the species of 
Yersinia and the strain used. In mice, Y. pestis is virulent from a 
subcutaneous route of infection with an LD50 of less than 10 bacteria. 

5.2.2  Rat model of infection 

Sebbane et al., 2005 developed a rat model of bubonic plague. After 
inoculation of bacteria from an intradermal route of infection in the mouse 
model of Yersinia infection, the animals do not develop the characteristic 
buboes that are associated with the pathogenesis of natural plague in humans 
(Sebbane FD et al., 2005).  In this context, the rat model of infection 
represents a more accurate scenario for plague pathogenesis. The inbred 
Brown Norway strain of rats (Rattus norvegicus) were used in this model. 
The bacteria are administered intradermally, and the infection that develops 
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mimics all the pathophysiological characteristics of bubonic plague in 
humans.  

Recently, a pneumonic plague model of infection in the same strain of rats 
has been developed. This model was used to evaluate the protective 
capacities of LcrV and a LcrV-derivative, V10. In this model, rats were 
infected from an intranasal route of infection (Anderson et al., 2009). 

At the same time Agar and coworkers based on their own mouse model of 
pneumonic plague, also showed that a rat model of pneumonic plague can be 
used to assess virulence. This group infected animals with a CO92 strain of 
Y. pestis, in a whole-body Madison aerosolized chamber and showed that 
sick animals could infect healthy animals (Agar et al., 2009). 

5.2.3    Other mammalian models of Yersinia infection 

Other mammals are also used as models to study Yersinia infections. These 
include guinea pigs, rabbits and pigs. Pigs are symptom-free carriers of Y. 
pseudotuberculosis and Y. enterocolitica and are considered a reservoir for 
human disease (Harper et al., 1990). It is thought that the development of 
Yersinia vaccines for pigs could be used for the prevention of human 
yersiniosis.  Najdenski et al., 2006 used an experimental pig model in order 
to asses Y. enterocolitica serotype O:8 infection. A pig model of infection 
was used to asses the wild-type Y. pseudotuberculosis pIB102, serotype O:3 
and two mutants derivatives as candidates for a live oral vaccine against 
Yersinia infections (Najdenski, et al., 2006).  

In addition, non-human primates mostly have been used to study the effects 
of diverse vaccines against plague. Cynomologus macaques have been used 
to evaluate the efficiency of a plant produced vaccine against pneumonic 
plague.  The vaccine consisted of a fusion protein made from LcrV and F1 
linked to the LicKM molecule (Chichester et al., 2009).

6. Yersinia and Macrophages 

All three pathogenic Yersinia spp. are able to survive and multiply within 
macrophages (Cavanaugh & Randall, 1959, Straley & Harmon, 1984a, 
Straley & Harmon, 1984b).  Y. pestis is considered to be a facultative 
intracellular pathogen (Perry & Fetherston, 1997). It is thought that in the 
early stages of the Y. pestis infection, the bacteria are not able to express 
antiphagocytic factors that require 37 �C for expression. In the case of Y.
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pestis, after being in the flea environment at temperatures between 22 and 30 
�C, Yersinia must first adapt to the temperature of the new host (Perry & 
Fetherston, 1997). At early times, Y. pestis is likely not able to resist 
phagoytosis and killing by neutrophils (Jarrett et al., 2004). The bacteria that 
are taken up by macrophages survive, whereas bacteria that are taken up by 
neutrophils are killed. An extracellular infection is established in the lymph 
nodes and macrophages are the responsible for carrying Yersinia to that site 
(Titball et al., 2003) Fig.4.  On the other hand, the enteropathogenic Yersinia
are capable of multiplying outside of a mammalian host, in the outside 
environment and after ingestion by the mammalian host the bacteria pass 
through the small intestine, enter the M cells of the follicle-associated 
epithelia, eventually reaching underlying tissues and the Peyer’s patches. 
They spread to mesenteric lymph nodes causing lymphadenitis. It is thought 
that the enteropathogenic Yersinia in the intestinal epithelium remains 
mainly extracellular and is killed by both neutrophils and macrophages 
(Cornelis et al., 1998). However, association of bacteria with macrophages 
has been detected in tissue sections of animal infected for 6 hours or less 
with either Y. enterocolitica or Y. pseudotuberculosis (Une, 1977). 

5. Bacteria leaves the 
M� and replicates

extracelullarly

Tissue
inflamation
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Neutrophils

in the PP � MLN
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How do Yersinia spp. survive within the macrophage? The molecular 
mechanisms behind this process are still unknown. Nevertheless, more is 
known about mechanisms of intracellular survival in other Gram-negative 
pathogens. Miller et. al., (1989a) have shown that PhoP is involved in this 
process in Salmonella. A phoP mutant exhibited a ten thousand-fold 
decrease in virulence when compared to the wild type in a mouse model of 
Salmonella infection. In Salmonella PhoP/PhoQ is a two component system 
that is involved in the regulation of many genes in response to the 
concentrations of Mg2+in the extracellular milieu (Garcia Vescovi et al., 
1996).  Y. pseudotuberculosis phoP mutants were unable to replicate in 
macrophages or in low Mg2+ medium. Furthermore, the mutants were a 
hundred-fold less virulent than that of the wild type in a mouse model of 
Yersinia intestinal infection (Grabenstein et al., 2004). Similarly, a phoP 
mutant of Y. pestis showed a 75-fold reduced virulence compared to wild 
type in a bubonic plague model of infection and the mutant showed a 
reduced ability to survive in a mouse macrophage-like cell line infection 
assay (Oyston et al., 2000). Other proteins have also been reported to be 
important for survival within macrophages in Gram-negative bacteria. 
Replication of Francisella tularensis within epithelial cells or macrophages 
was impaired in a deletion mutant of ripA (required for intracellular 
proliferation, factor A) (Fuller et al., 2008). E. coli K1 causes meningitis in 
neonates. These bacteria are able to cross the blood-brain barrier and 
proliferate in the blood and tissues leading to meningitis. E. coli K1 is able 
to survive within macrophages and the Outer Membrane protein A (OmpA) 
has been shown to be important for this function (Sukumaran et al., 2003). 
OmpA in E. coli is an OMP with multiple functions.  Homologs of OmpA 
are also present in other Gram-negative bacteria.  

In the later stages of an infection, Yersinia becomes resistant to 
phagocytosis. The ability of Yersinia to counteract the innate immunity of 
the host is attributed mainly to the virulence plasmid-encoded T3SS. In the 
case of Y. Pestis the virulence plasmid together with Caf1 and pH6-antigen 
are involved in resisting phagocytosis.  
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II. AIMS OF THIS THESIS 

During their interaction with the host, pathogenic bacteria express diverse 
molecules on their surfaces. The expression of these molecules is crucial to 
the outcome of the host-pathogen interaction. The proteins studied in this 
thesis represent examples of surface exposed proteins that are important for 
the pathogenesis of Yersinia spp.  

The goal of this thesis was to identify chromosomally-encoded virulence 
determinants of Y. pestis located on the surface of the bacterium. In 
particular, we investigated the role of the chromosomally-encoded outer 
membrane proteins Ail and OmpA. In addition, the author contributed to 
three additional publications related to the role of the Y. pestis pCD1 
plasmid, Yersinia-C. elegans model of infection and the role of DC-205 
alveolar macrophage receptor and the Pla protease of Y. pestis. 
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III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Paper I: A mini-pCD1 of Y. pestis regulates secretion of T3SS proteins 
in an E. coli hha mutant. 

The pathogenecity of the Yersiniae is due to the ability of these organisms to 
avoid host defenses. This task is possible, in part, due to the presence of the 
virulence plasmid, which encodes the Yops and the T3S delivery apparatus. 
The T3SS is activated by contact with a eukaryotic cell. In this paper, we 
wanted to determine if the known T3SS genes were sufficient for T3SS 
function and virulence or were there additional, as yet unidentified genes, 
located in the Y. pestis virulence plasmid pCD1 or on the chromosome that 
were necessary for expression of a functional T3SS. We created a series of 
deletion mutants in pCD1 using the Lambda Red Recombination System 
(Datsenko & Wanner, 2000). The deletions removed more than one-half of 
the genetic material in pCD1. The low-calcium response region, the origin of 
replication, the partioning region and the sycH gene were left behind. The 
resulting plasmid (mini-pCD1) still secreted Yops in a calcium regulated 
manner confirming that all the genes that are necessary for a functional 
calcium-regulated T3SS are in the Lcr region. One exception was the sycH 
gene, which encodes for the SycH chaperone of YopH and LcrQ. This 
chaperone works with LcrQ to repress the transcription of T3SS genes prior 
to activation of the T3S process (Wattiau et al., 1994). A large deletion that 
included the sycH gene was impaired in the regulation of Yop expression 
and secretion, confirming a role for sycH as described previously. Trulzsch 
et al., (2003) obtained similar results by cloning the Lcr region of pYV of Y.
enterocolitica into a cosmid vector. This mini-pYV was able to secrete and 
translocate Yop effectors provided in trans on expression vectors. However, 
the mini-pYV was not calcium regulated because it was missing sycH. The 
ability to translocate the Yop proteins of the mini-pCD1 was tested using the 
ELK-tag translocation assay (Day et al., 2003). The YopE129-ELK protein 
was translocated successfully into eukaryotic cells, confirming that the mini-
pCD1 encoded a functional T3SS capable of translocating Yops into 
eukaryotic cells. 

In addition to the pathogenic Yersinia spp., other Gram-negative bacterial 
species possess T3SSs and it has been shown that the substrates of these 
systems are interchangeable, thus the secreted proteins of one system could 
be secreted by another system of a heterologous bacterium. The Yersinia and
Pseudomonas T3SSs are interchangeable in this manner (ExoS can be 
secreted by the Yersinia T3SS (Frithz-Lindsten et al., 1997). Furthermore, 
the Salmonella typhimurium SPI-1 T3SS is able to secrete YopE of Yersinia; 
furthermore, IpaB from Shigella can be secreted by Y. pseudotuberculosis 
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(Rosqvist et al., 1995).  We wanted to test if the Yersinia T3SS could be 
functionally expressed in a heterologous bacterium that lacks its own T3SS.  
We transformed pCD1-	1234 into E. coli DH5� and BL21 strains and 
looked for secretion of  YopN and/or YopD. YopN and YopD were secreted 
in a calcium-dependent manner. This was possible only in DH5� or BL21 
that carried a deletion of the hha gene. Hha is a histone-like protein in E. coli 
that is homologous to YmoA (Yersinia modulator A) in Yersinia. 
Transcription of genes in Yersinia spp. are negatively regulated by YmoA 
(and apparently by Hha). These studies confirmed that plasmid pCD1-	1234 
contains all the genes required for Yersinia to express a functional T3SS as 
well as showed that the Yops can be secreted from a heterologous host. 
However, these strains were deficient in adhesins specific for cultured 
epithelial cells and thus, unable to inject Yops. This observation can easily 
be explained by the fact that both E. coli DH5� and Bl21 are avirulent 
laboratory strains that do not express the surface adhesins necessary for 
attachment to eukaryotic cells (Chart et al., 2000).  It has previously been 
reported that YmoA and Hha are interchangeable (de la Cruz et al., 1992, 
Balsalobre et al., 1996). We observed that at 37 �C, Hha in E. coli prevents 
all T3SS gene expression, whereas YmoA in Y. pestis only limits T3SS gene 
expression. We thought that the difference could be due to the amount of the 
respective proteins in the bacterial cells at 37 �C; alternatively, it is possible 
that Hha is more resistant to proteolysis by the Lon protease at 37 �C. We 
have previously shown that YmoA in Y. pestis is degraded by the Lon and 
ClpXP proteases at 37 �C (Jackson et al., 2004). To answer that question, we 
examined the stability of Hha in the DH5� and BL21 E. coli strains carrying 
FLAG-Hha and compared this to their stability in Y. pestis KIM5-3001 
carrying FLAG-YmoA at 37 �C (see Fig. 4 paper I). Samples were taken 
every 15 minutes, and the aliquots were examined by SDS-PAGE and 
immunoblot analyses with a FLAG antibody.  FLAG-Hha was stable in E.
coli BL21 which is deficient in the expression of lon (Gottesman, 1989). 
FLAG-Hha in DH5� E. coli and FLAG-YmoA were degraded at 37 �C. 
These results indicated that both YmoA and Hha are degraded in a Lon-
dependent manner. Nevertheless, the half-life of FLAG-YmoA (about 19 
min) and the half-life of FLAG-HhA (about 40 min) were different. These 
differences may account for the ability of Hha to fully suppress pCD1 gene 
transcription at 37 �C in E. coli. Other explanations are possible and more 
studies are needed to determine the mechanism of the repression of T3SS 
genes by Hha in E.coli at 37 �C.  The mini-pCD1-	1234 in a 	hha 
background using a heterologous E. coli laboratory strain as a host  provides 
a safe tool to study the Yersinia spp. T3SS.  
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Paper II: Y. pestis kills Caenorhabditis elegans by a biofilm-independent 
process.  

This Paper was reviewed under Yersinia models of infection. 

 

Paper III: Ail mediates complement resistance in Y. pestis  

An important step in the infection process by pathogenic bacteria is the 
ability of the microorganisms to counteract or disrupt the host defense 
mechanisms. To accomplish this, bacterial pathogens use diverse strategies, 
among those is the ability to resist complement mediated-killing.  The three 
pathogenic Yersiniae are resistant to the killing activity of complement. 
Several outer membrane components of the enteropathogen Y. enterocolitica 
have been analyzed for their role in resistance to complement mediated -
killing. One of those factors is the OMP Ail. Ail has been well studied in Y.
enterocolitica. It has been found to be important for serum resistance, as 
well as for attachment and invasion (Miller & Falkow, 1988, Pierson & 
Falkow, 1993, Wachtel & Miller, 1995). The mechanism behind the serum 
resistance phenotype of the Y. enterocolitica Ail has also been characterized 
by Biedzka-Sarek et al. Furthermore, other surface components like YadA 
and LPS O-antigen and OC have also been implicated in the resistance to 
complement in this enteropathogen. YadA provided bacteria with long term 
resistance and has been found to be the most powerful single serum 
resistance factor in stationary phase Y. enterocolitica (Biedzka-Sarek et al., 
2005, Biedzka-Sarek et al., 2008b, Kirjavainen et al., 2008). On the other 
hand, Ail, although an important factor for serum resistance, provided only 
short term protection and delayed complement mediated killing.  

The ability to survive in blood is crucial for Y. pestis, a bacterial pathogen 
that is transmitted via a blood meal. Although, LPS has been implicated in 
the ability to resist complement mediated-killing, Y. pestis lacks smooth 
LPS; as well as the surface protein YadA present in Y. enterocolitica. 
However, the genome of Y. pestis is predicted to encode four proteins that 
belong to the Ail/Lom family of proteins. We investigated the role of these 
proteins in serum resistance. We created four strains of Y. pestis KIM5 
deleted in genes y1682, y1324, y2034 and y2446, and one mutant strain 
lacking all four genes. Those strains were grown both at 26 �C and 37 �C 
and tested in an assay for serum resistance. The strain lacking the four genes 
and the strain carrying a deletion of the y1324 gene, were serum sensitive. 
The gene product of y1324 exhibited significant sequence identity with Y.
enterocolitica Ail and was designated Ail in Y. pestis. The serum resistance 
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or sensitivity correlated with the expression of the ail gene products as 
analyzed by Coomassie Blue-stained gels of whole cells extracts (paper IV 
fig. 2 and 3), i.e, only Ail was highly expressed at both 26 �C and 37 �C. 
Expression of the other three gene products was not detected under the 
conditions used in these experiments. To confirm that Ail was responsible 
for the serum resistance phenotype, we cloned Ail into a plasmid expression 
vector and introduced pAil into a serum sensitive laboratory strain of E. coli 
and the resulting strain was tested for serum resistance. Providing Ail in
trans conferred serum resistance to E. coli. These results indicated that Y.
pestis Ail was the factor responsible for serum resistance in this organism, 
consequently, Ail is a crucial virulence factor of Y. pestis. Evolution may 
have played a significant role in the importance of Ail as the main, if not the 
only, factor necessary for serum resistance in this pathogen, as opposed to 
the multifactorial serum resistance of Y. enterocolitica. The fact that Y. pestis 
has lost YadA, which is the most prominent factor in the enteropathogenic Y.
enterocolitica, combined with the rough architecture of its LPS likely 
contribute to the more central role of Ail in Y. pestis serum resistance. LPS 
in Y. pestis is rough since it lacks the O-antigen. The absence of O-antigen 
could expose Ail in the outer membrane and make it more accessible to 
complement components.  Alternatively, differences in expression levels or 
sequence differences in the surface-exposed loops of Y. pestis Ail compared 
with Y. enterocolitica Ail may account for the apparently more powerful 
serum resistance function of Y. pestis Ail. Another possible explanation 
could be in the underlying mechanisms of the serum resistance activities of 
these two proteins, thus it is possible that Y. enterocolitica Ail does not share 
the same mechanism of serum resistance with the Y. pestis Ail. 

Y. pestis infects a wide range of hosts. A key factor in the transmission of Y. 
pestis to a new host is the ability of this pathogen to multiply in blood 
(mammals) and blood like fluids (flea-vector). If the bacterial load in blood 
is large (septicemia), it allows for efficient ingestion by the flea during a 
blood meal (Carniel, 2003). To be able to multiply in blood, Y. pestis must 
overcome the bactericidal activity of complement. We determined that Ail 
was essential for this function both at 26 °C and 37 °C. In addition, using 
sera from a variety of animals, Ail promoted survival of Y. pestis against 
complement mediated-killing, indicating that Y. pestis can infect a variety of 
mammals. However, mouse serum was not bactericidal against the Ail 
mutant. The poor bactericidal action of mouse sera has been previously seen 
when it was tested against Y. enterocolitica strains that lack ail and yadA 
(Hanski et al., 1991, Wachtel & Miller, 1995).  In our hands, Ail did not 
have any effect on virulence in an intravenous mouse model of infection. At 
the time it seemed logical, since mouse sera did not have any bactericidal 
effect and additionally, the Ail of Y. enterocolitica was reported not to have 
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any effect on virulence in mice (Wachtel & Miller, 1995). Two different 
strains of mice were tested and no difference in the LD50 of animals infected 
with wild type bacteria or mutant strain was observed.  We speculated that 
alternative models of infection could be used to analyze the role of Ail  in 
virulence in vivo. Ail was important for survival in C. elegans in a biofilm-
independent model of Yersinia infection. In this model Ail had an effect on 
virulence. Perhaps, the defect in this case, was not due to the serum 
resistance properties of Ail, since C. elegans does not have a fully developed 
complement system. We thought that the effect in C. elegans could be due to 
the invasion or adhesion properties of Ail. In addition, we started a 
collaboration with Dr. Hinnebusch at the Rocky Mountain Laboratories who 
tested the virulence of the ail mutant in a bubonic plague rat model of 
infection, Ail proved to be important in this model (unpublished data).  
Furthermore, the role of Ail in a mouse model was tested by Felek and 
Krukonis, 2009 and it was found that Ail played in important role in the 
mouse infection model, a result that was also confirmed by Dr. Hinnebusch. 
Interestingly, in the first 2 days of infection in the mouse model, the 
numbers of colonizing bacteria were similar between the wild type and the 
Ail mutant; however, the mice infected with the Ail mutant cleared the 
infection by day seven, but the wild type did not.  In conclusion, we 
determined that Ail is highly expressed surface protein at both 26 �C and 37 
�C. It is an important virulence factor of Y. pestis involved in serum 
resistance, attachment, invasion and Yop delivery. Ail also is important in 
the biofilm-independent C. elegans model of Y. pestis infection, as well as in 
both the mouse and rat models of infection. Importantly, more work needs to 
be done in order to discover the mechanisms underlying these Ail-dependent 
phenotypes. Are these properties independent of each other? Can they be 
genetically separated? If so, what are the functional domains of Ail? The 
functional domains of the Ail/Lom family of proteins is thought to be in the 
surface loops and significant work have been done with Y. enterocolitica Ail 
were the functional domains have been mapped to the C-terminal end of 
loop 2 and to the N-terminal end of loop 3 (Miller et al., 2001). Is Ail of Y.
pestis like Ail of Y. enterocolitica in terms of functions? The two proteins 
show high similarity; however, they have many differences in the surface 
exposed loops. The mechanism of serum resistance is also an important 
question to be answered. Again this topic has been elucidated in Y.
enterocolitica, but it is possible that Ail of Y. pestis has a different 
mechanism or multiple mechanisms of resistance. Preliminary unpublished 
data suggest that Ail may bind to the extracellular matrix and complement 
regulator vitronectin; however, this finding needs to be confirmed through 
further investigations. One can speculate that since Y. pestis lacks YadA, 
which has been shown to bind fibronectin, another extracellular matrix 
component, Ail may perform a similar function as YadA in Y. pestis.  Infact, 
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both the YadA/fibronectin complex and invasin have been shown to activate 
�-1integrin signaling pathways in eukaryotic cells and it is possible that an 
Ail/vitronectin complex could have a similar effect on �V�3 integrin 
receptors.  

Furthermore, Ail in Y. pestis seems to play a more central role in serum 
resistance than Ail in Y. enterocolitica. As discussed above, Y. pestis no 
longer expresses YadA, the major contributor to serum resistance in Y. 
enterocolitica.  In addition, Y. pestis LPS is rough suggesting that LPS plays 
no direct role in serum resistance in this bacterium. The Y. enterocolitica Ail 
binds the complement regulator Factor H only in the absence of O-antigen 
and OC (Biedzka-Sarek et al., 2008a, Biedzka-Sarek et al., 2008b). 

Paper IV: The pulmonary dendritic cell DEC-205 is a receptor for Pla 
in Y. pestis.

In the co-evolution of pathogenic microorganisms and their hosts, the 
microorganisms have evolved to counteract host defenses. In this task, they 
utilize many ingenious strategies. Sometimes they produce factors that 
mimic host factors; alternatively, they actively block host defense 
mechanisms or utilize host cell molecules to their advantage. The virus HIV-
1 may use a C-type lectin receptor on the surface of  antigen presenting cells 
(APCs) to be presented to the CD4 lymphocytes (Geijtenbeek et al., 2000, 
Engering et al., 2002). Antigen presenting cells, such like macrophages, are 
essential in the host defense against invading pathogens.  They either kill the 
pathogens or they deliver them to other types of cells for elimination. 
Sometimes, like in the case of Y. pestis, pathogens may use macrophages or 
other APCs, to disseminate from the site of the initial infection into the 
peripheral lymph nodes and other organs (Titball et al., 2003, Viboud & 
Bliska, 2005).  Macrophages display on their surfaces, receptors that are 
important in the antigen presenting process. It has been proposed that Ccr5, a 
chemokine receptor on the surface of macrophages, is involved in Y. pestis 
macrophage uptake (Elvin et al., 2004). Ccr5 deficient macrophages in vitro 
showed a reduction in the uptake of Y. pestis compared to normal 
macrophages (Elvin et al., 2004). Human DC-SIGN and murine SIGN-R1 
can be used as receptors for the core LPS of Y. pestis (Klena et al., 2005, 
Zhang et al., 2008). Furthermore, alveolar macrophages express a C-type 
lectin receptor DEC-205. So far no ligand for this receptor has been 
identified. In this work, we identified Pla as a ligand for alveolear 
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macrophages and pulmonary dendritic cell receptor DEC-205 in a Y. pestis 
model of pneumonic plague.  Furthermore, our results suggest that the Pla-
DEC-205 interaction may mediate dissemination of Y. pestis. 
The Y. pestis omptin Pla is an important virulence factor in the progression 
of bubonic and pneumonic plague. It contributes to dissemination of Y.
pestis during infection. Besides its role as a protease, Pla also displays roles 
in adhesion and invasion. In order to examine the ability of Y. pestis to 
invade alveolar macrophages Y. pestis KIM6+ (rough LPS) and its isogenic 
strain KIM6+O+ (Smooth LPS) and two corresponding E. coli strains 
expressing either rough LPS or smooth LPS were used in infection assays 
either with murine alveolar macrophages or murine peritoneal macrophages. 
The Y. pestis KIM6+ (rough LPS) invades macrophages well, whereas 
phagocytosis of Y. pestis KIM6+O+ (smooth LPS) was limited. The control 
E. coli strains differed in their ability to promote phagocytosis. E. coli 
expressing rough LPS was efficiently phagocytosed by peritoneal 
macrophages but not by alveolar macrophages. The Y. pestis KIM6+ and 
KIM6+ expressing O-antigen were also tested in an in vivo phagocytosis 
assay with alveolar macrophages (Zhang et al., 2008) and the results were 
similar to the results obtained with the in vitro phagocytosis assay. From 
these observations we concluded that Y. pestis can invade mouse alveolar 
macrophages. We speculate that the invasion of murine alveolar 
macrophages by Y. pestis may be due, in part, to other mechanisms other 
than the exposure of core LPS as shown previously for peritoneal 
macrophages (Zhang et al., 2008). DEC-205 is expressed in alveolar 
macrophages. Infections of transfected CHO cells expressing different 
mouse C-type lectin receptors and DEC-205 with Y. pestis showed that 
DEC-205 is the receptor for Y. pestis. Strains carrying plasmid pPCP1 (Pla+) 
or lacking pPCP1 (Pla-) were tested for their interaction with CHO-DEC-
205 expressing cells and they showed that plasmid pPCP1 was involved in 
this interaction. Furthermore, Pla was the ligand for DEC-205 and was 
involved in the interaction with alveolar macrophages. This interaction was 
inhibited by 50% using a DEC-205 antibody, confirming that the alveolar 
macrophages-Y. pestis interaction was specifically mediated by DEC-205. 
However, the inhibition by anti-DEC-205 was not complete, suggesting that 
other receptors may be involved in the interaction between alveolar 
macrophages and Y. pestis. In addition, expression of Pla promoted early 
dissemination of Y. pestis, whereas the expression of O-antigen inhibited it. 
This study mainly focused on the interactions between the alveolar 
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macrophages and Y. pestis. Those interactions were mediated by DEC-205 
and Pla. The question of dissemination of Y. pestis needs to be addressed in 
future studies. Other investigators have done work that elucidated the role of 
Pla in dissemination in pneumonic models of infection (Welkos et al., 2002, 
Lathem et al., 2007). They concluded that Pla may not play a role in 
dissemination of Y. pestis. However, it is important to note that their 
experiments were done using fully virulent strains as opposed to the 
attenuated strains used in this study.  The Y. pestis KIM10- 	Ail and KIM10- 

	Ail +Pla were used to test the role of Pla in the interaction of Y. pestis with 
CHO cells expressing DEC-205. Heparin sulphate was added to those 
experiments in order to inhibit binding to SIGN-R1 (DEC-205 independent 
binding). In those experiments it was noticed that the strain deleted of Ail 
presented a reduced non C-type lectin mediated interaction. This observation 
could suggest that Ail binds to Heparin sulphate proteoglycans on the cell 
surface promoting invasion of epithelial layers of the bronchial tracts and in 
the lungs. It is possible that at this location Y. pestis encounters the 
pulmonary DCs via the SIGN-R1, DEC-205 or other receptors and this leads 
to dissemination. In conclusion, we showed that DEC-205 functions as a 
receptor for Y. pestis, but it is probably not the only receptor. Pla is the 
ligand for this receptor. In addition, some data presented in this study 
indicates that the interaction between DEC-205 and Pla may play a role in 
the dissemination of Y. pestis. 
 
 
Paper V: OmpA is important for Y. pestis survival within macrophages.   

Despite the different type of diseases they cause, the three human pathogenic 
Yersiniae have a common set of virulence determinants. They all possess a 
virulence plasmid that encodes for a T3SS and its substrates. In addition, 
many chromosomally-encoded factors involved in virulence have been 
identified.  Some of these factors are located on the bacterial surface and are 
outer membrane proteins. In this work, we investigated the role of a number 
of outer membrane proteins of Y. pestis in relation to macrophage infection.  
We found that out of all of these outer membrane proteins (OmpA, OmpC, 
OmpF, OmpN and Ail) only OmpA had an effect in a macrophage infection 
assay.  The OmpA mutant failed to proliferate in the presence of 
macrophages like the wild type parent strain.  We further investigated the 
role of OmpA in a gentamicin protection assay to asses the intracellular 
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survival of the �ompA mutant strain. We found that OmpA was important 
for Y. pestis and Y. pseudotuberculosis intracellular survival.  Previous 
studies have provided some evidence that Y. enterocolitica and Y.
pseudotuberculosis are able to replicate within macrophages. Two genes 
important for macrophage survival in Y. enterocolitica have been previously 
identified, those are ompR and gsrA. Previous studies have also 
demonstrated that Y. pestis can survive and multiply within macrophages.  
Following a flea bite, a large number of bacteria are delivered into an 
intradermal site, subsequently the bacteria are engulfed by professional 
phagocytes, primarily macrophages and neutrophils. Bacteria that are taken 
up by neutrophils are rapidly killed, whereas bacteria ingested by 
macrophages are able to survive and proliferate (Titball et al., 2003). Thus 
macrophages play an important role in the early survival and dissemination 
of Yersinia infections within the host. In this work, we provide envidence 
that the OmpA protein is important for survival within macrophages. In 
addition, the role of the sRNA MicA was investigated. MicA negatively 
regulates OmpA expression and we showed that overexpression of MicA 
diminished OmpA expression and consequently a strain overexpressing 
MicA was also defective in an infection assay.     
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IV.  SUMMARY AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS 

In summary, Y. pestis is a complex organism that during evolution has 
undergone a series of genetic changes that together have produced an 
extremely virulent bacterium capable of causing pandemic infections with 
high mortality, including the “Black Death” that devastated Europe in the 
middle ages. Today, Y. pestis is still endemic in many regions throughout the 
world and is considered a re-emerging disease. In addition, Y. pestis 
represents a recognized biological weapon threat due to its extreme virulence 
and ability to be transmitted from person to person via aerosolized droplets.  
Y. pestis and the two enteropathogenic Yersiniae serve as model organisms 
for the investigation of many aspects of bacterial pathogenesis. This is 
because these organisms, which are in the same family as E. coli, are easily 
manipulated and produce infections in laboratory animals that closely 
resemble infections in humans.  A vast number of studies have been 
completed on the virulence determinants of Yersinia spp., although the focus 
of many of these studies has been on the virulence plasmid and the plasmid-
encoded T3SS, one of the best characterized virulence systems in bacteria.  
Nevertheless, many chromosomal genes involved in virulence have also 
been identified.  Some of these critical virulence determinants are located on 
the bacterial surface, including a number of outer membrane proteins. In this 
thesis, we investigated the role of two surface-exposed Y. pestis outer 
membrane proteins, Ail and OmpA, and their roles in virulence.  We 
determined that Ail is a surface-exposed outer membrane protein that is 
highly expressed at both at 27 �C and 37 �C.  Importantly, Ail is absolutely 
essential for Y. pestis to resist the killing action of the complement system 
present in human blood, as well as the blood of other mammalian hosts. 
Serum resistance is especially critical for an organism that must grow and 
multiply, as well as be transmitted, in blood. Furthermore, Ail was important 
for virulence in C. elegans, mouse and rat models of infection.  The 
mechanism behind the serum resistance phenotype in Y. pestis remains to be 
elucidated. On the other hand, the work in thesis also provided the first 
evidence that another surface-exposed outer membrane protein, termed 
OmpA, also has a role in Yersinia spp. infections. OmpA was shown to be 
important for Y. pestis to survive and proliferate in the presence of 
macrophages.  Specifically, OmpA appeared to be critical for Y. pestis and Y.
pseudotuberculosis to survive intracellularly in macrophages.  Finally, we 
provide evidence that Y. pestis has a functional small RNA, MicA, that 
controls the expression of OmpA.  This is the first demonstration of sRNA-
mediated regulation of a Yersinia virulence factor.  This work has paved the 
way for future studies on Ail and OmpA.  Future studies will include 
determining the mechanism by which Ail protects the bacteria from the 
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complement system and the mechanism by which OmpA promotes 
intracellular survival. 
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